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Abstract 
In this thesis, we consider using multigrid method (MGM) to solve ill-conditioned 
Toeplitz systems A^u^^ 二 bn which arise in a variety of applications in math-
ematics and engineering, we also study circulant preconditioned conjugate 
gradient methods (CPCG) to solve ill-conditioned Toeplitz-like systems which 
arise from boundary integral equations. Since the condition numbers of these 
systems are unbounded as n tends to infinity, the convergence factors of clas-
sical iterative methods such as Jacobi or conjugate gradient method will ap-
proach 1. Therefore, it is necessary to use other methods to speed up the 
convergence rate. We first study MGM with Richardson method and Damped-
Jacobi method as smoothing operators to solve a class of ill-conditioned Toeplitz 
systems. The convergence factor of the two-grid method is proved to be uni-
formly bounded below 1 independent of n and the full multigrid method has 
convergence factor depends only on the number oflevels. In practical computa-
tions, the numerical results show that the convergence factor of the full multi-
grid method is uniformly bounded below 1 independent of n. Then we consider 
using CPCG for ill-conditioned boundary integral equation from single-layer 
potential equations, which are ill-conditioned Toeplitz-like systems. We prove 
that the condition number of the preconditioned system can be reduced from 
0{n) to 0(1). Numerical examples are given to illustrate our theories. 
The thesis is based on the following papers, which will be referred to in the 
text by the capital letters A-C. 
(A) H. Sun, R. Chan and Q. Chang, A Note on the Convergence of the Two-
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Grid Method for Toeplitz Systems, submitted to Comp. Math. Applic. 
(B) R. Chan, Q. Chang and H. Sun, Multigrid Method for Ill-Conditioned 
Symmetric Toeplitz Systems, accepted for publication by SIAM J. Sci. 
Comput. 
(C) R. Chan, H. Sun and W. Ng, Circulant Preconditioner for III-Conditioned 
Boundary Integral Equations from Potential Equations, submitted to 




In this thesis, we discuss the solutions to a class of systems of linear equations, 
called Toeplitz systems. An n-by-n matrix A^ is said to be Toeplitz if it has 
constant diagonals, i.e., An has the following form: 
(CLo a_i a_(n_2) d-(n- l)、 
ai ao a_i .. • .. • a_(n—2) 
A _ Ci2 ^1 «0 • • . . • • . _ • 
^n — • 
• • • • • • 
• • • • • 攀 
O'n-2 CLn-S . • . . . . • tt—1 
\ Cin-1 CLn-2 CLn-2> • . • <^1 <^0 / 
Toeplitz systems arise in a variety of practical applications. For example, 
solving Toeplitz systems is required to obtain the filter coefficients in the design 
of recursive digital filters in signal processing; see Chui and A. Chan [27 . 
Finding unknown parameters of stationary autoregressive models in time-series 
analysis also involves solutions of Toeplitz systems; see King et al. [40]. These 
applications strongly motivate mathematicians and engineers to develop fast 
algorithms to solve Toeplitz systems. 
The complexity of solving an n-by-n Toeplitz systems by the traditional 
Gaussian elimination is 0{n^). Several fast direct methods, which require 
0{n^) operations, were developed from 40's to 60's; see for instance Trench 
[49]- Some 0{nlog^ n)-algorithms were also found in 80's, see for instance 
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Brent, Gustavson and Yun [5], and Bitmead and Anderson [7]. The stability 
properties of these direct methods are discussed in Bunch [8]. Recently, math-
ematicians have attached great importance to the conjugate gradient method. 
With this newly developed iterative method, the complexity of solving a large 
class of Toeplitz systems can be reduced to 0(nlogn); see for instance [9] and 
[11. 
In 1991, Fiorentino and Serra proposed to use multigrid method (MGM) 
coupled with Richardson method as a smoothing operator for solving ill-
conditioned Toeplitz systems, see [31]. The complexity of solving Toeplitz 
systems is also of 0(nlogn). Further discussion about MGM can be found in 
[32，47；. 
Boundary element method is used to solve Fredholm integral equations of 
the first kind by G. Hsiao and W. Wendland in 1977, see for instance [38 . 
The integral equations arise from Boundary value problems. The advantage of 
the boundary integral equation approach is that the dimension of the problem 
is reduced to one. But the boundary integral equations of the first kind are 
known to be ill-conditioned. 
In this thesis, we consider using MGM for solving ill-conditioned Toeplitz 
systems and CPCG for solving ill-conditioned Toeplitz-like systems which arise 
from boundary integral integral equation of the first kind. 
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Summary of the papers A-C 
We give summaries of the papers A-C in the thesis and review briefly the 
results. 
Paper A 
In Grenander and Szeg5 [36, pp.64-65], it is shown that the eigenvalues 
Xj{An) of An lie in the range of f { 9 ) , the generating function of Toeplitz 
matrix A^, i.e. 
min f{9) < Xj{Ar,) < max f{9), 1 < j < n. (1) 
0e[-7r,7r] 9e[-7T,7r] 
Moreover, the maximum and minimum eigenvalues of A^ satisfy 
^ n A m a x ( 4 ) = i|iax /(6>) and limAmin(Az)= min /(6>). 
n—oo 0G[-7T,7r] n^oo ee[-7r,7r] 
Consequently, when f{0) is nonnegative and vanishes at some points 60 G 
[-7T, 7T], the condition number K,{An) of A^ is unbounded as n tends to infinity, 
i.e., An is ill-conditioned. 
Classical iterative methods such as the Jacobi, Gauss-Seidel and SOR meth-
ods are not applicable when the generating functions have zeros. Since lim^^oo 
i^{An) = 00, the convergence factor is expected to approach 1 for sufficiently 
large n. In [31, 47], Fiorentino and Serra propose to use multigrid method 
(MGM) with Richardson method as a smoother for solving Toeplitz systems. 
Their numerical results show that the multigrid method gives very good con-
vergence rate for Toeplitz systems generated by nonnegative functions. The 
cost per iteration of MGM is of 0(nlogn) operations. 
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However, in [31, 47], the convergence of two-grid method (TGM) is only 
proved for the band r matrices, which are matrices that can be diagonalized 
by sine transform matrices. In general, r matrices are not Toeplitz matrices 
and vice versa. Thus the author of [47] has posed the question of whether the 
convergence of TGM for r matrices can be carried over to Toeplitz matrices. 
In this paper, we give partial answer to this question. 
We first prove that with the smoother and projection operators proposed 
by Fiorentino and Serra in [31, 47], TGM indeed converges for Toeplitz systems 
generated by functions with zeros that are of order 2 or less. More precisely, 
with the theory of algebraic multigrid method, we prove that the convergence 
factor of TGM for this class of Toeplitz systems is uniformly bounded below 
1 independent of n. However, examples will be given to illustrate that the 
convergence results for TGM cannot be readily extended to MGM unless n is 
of the form 2^  — 1. This is because the coarse grid operator is not Toeplitz 
in this case and it is difficult to estimate the spectral radius of the coarse 
grid operator used in the Richardson smoother. As a remedy, one can use the 
damped-Jacobi method as smoother instead of the Richardson method. 
Paper B 
If /(6>), the generating function of A^, is nonnegative and vanishes at some 
points 9o G [-7T,7r], then the condition number K{An) of An is unbounded as 
n tends to infinity, i.e. A^ is ill-conditioned. In fact, if the zeros of f are of 
order fj,, then K,{An) grows like 0(n")，see for instance [10'. 
Superfast direct methods for solving Toeplitz systems have been developed 
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around 1980. They can solve n-by-n Toeplitz systems in 0(nlog^ n) opera-
tions, see for instance [2]. However, their stability properties for ill-conditioned 
Toeplitz matrices are still unclear. Iterative methods based on the precondi-
tioned conjugate gradient method were proposed in 1985, see [43, 48]. With 
circulant matrices as preconditioners, the methods require 0{n logn) opera-
tions per iteration. For Toeplitz systems generated by positive functions, these 
algorithms converge superlinearly. However, circulant preconditioners gener-
ally cannot handle Toeplitz matrices generated by functions with zeros, see 
the numerical results in §6. The band-Toeplitz preconditioners proposed in 
[10，18] can handle functions with zeros, but they are restricted to the cases 
where the order of the zeros are even numbers. Thus they are not applicable 
for functions like f[6) = \6\. We remark that the cost per iteration of the 
preconditioned conjugate gradient method with band-Toeplitz preconditioners 
is also of 0(nlogn) operations. 
Classical iterative methods such as the Jacobi or Gauss-Seidel methods are 
also not applicable when the generating functions have zeros. Since lim^^oo 
K'{An) — oo, the convergence factor is expected to approach 1 for sufficiently 
large n. In [31，32], Fiorentino and Serra proposed to use multigrid method 
coupled with Richardson method as smoother for solving Toeplitz systems. 
Their numerical results show that the multigrid method gives very good con-
vergence rate for Toeplitz systems generated by nonnegative functions. The 
cost per iteration of the multigrid method is of 0(nlogn) operations which 
is of the same order as the preconditioned conjugate gradient methods with 
either circulant preconditioners or band-Toeplitz preconditioners. 
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However, in [31, 32], the convergence of the two-grid method (TGM) on first 
level is only proved for the so-called band r matrices. These are band matrices 
that can be diagonalized by sine transform matrices. A typical example is the 
1-dimensional discrete Laplacian matrix diag[- l , 2，-1]. In general, r matrices 
are not Toeplitz matrices and vice versa. The proof of convergence of the TGM 
for Toeplitz matrices was not given there. 
From the computational point of view, the matrix on the coarser grid in 
TGM is still too expensive to be inverted. Therefore we usually do not use 
TGM alone but apply the idea of TGM recursively on the coarser grid to get 
down to the coarsest grid. The resulting method is the full multigrid method 
(MGM). We remark that the convergence of MGM for Toeplitz matrices and 
丁 matrices is not discussed in [31，32 . 
In this paper, we consider the use of MGM for solving ill-conditioned 
Toeplitz systems. Our interpolation operator is constructed according to the 
position of the first non-zero entry on the first row of the given Toeplitz ma-
trix, which is different from the one proposed by Fiorentino and Serra [31, 32 . 
We show that for a class of ill-conditioned Toeplitz matrices, including weakly 
diagonally dominant Toeplitz matrices, the convergence factor of TGM with 
our interpolation operator is uniformly bounded below 1 independent of n. We 
also prove that for this class of Toeplitz matrices, the convergence factor of 
MGM with F-cycles is level-dependent. One standard way of removing the 
level-dependence is to use "better" cycles such as the F- or the W -^cycles, see 
[45]. We remark that our numerical results show that MGM with F-cycles 
already gives level-independent convergence. Since the cost per iteration is 
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of 0(nlogn) operations, the total cost of solving the system is of 0(nlogn) 
operations. 
It is worth to note that our method can also handle functions with zeros 
of order 2 or less and functions such as f{0) = |^| which cannot be handled by 
band-Toeplitz preconditioners proposed in [10, 18]. We will also give examples 
of functions that can be handled by multigrid method with our interpolation 
operator but not with the interpolation operator proposed in [31 . 
Paper C 
We consider the solution of the potential equation 
I Aw;(x) 二 0, X G n, ⑵ 
[ w { x ) 二 g{x), X G dQ, ^ ) 
where Q is a simply-connected domain in R^ with a smooth boundary dQ. In 
the boundary integral equation approach, see for instance Chen and Zhou [26, 
§6.12], the harmonic function w{x) is represented as a single-layer potential 
generated by a source distribution a{x) over dQ, with the potential satisfying 
the boundary condition g{x) prescribed for w{x). More precisely, we write 
w{x) = _ 去 L n log |x - y\a{y)dSy + a, a: G Q (3) 
where a is a constant to be determined later once a{y) is found. The limit of 
(3)，as X is taken to d^, gives the integral equation on the boundary: 
g{x) = - ^ ^ ^ log |j; - y\cr{y)dSy + a, x G dQ. (4) 
The well-known advantage of the boundary integral equation approach is 
that the dimension of the problem is reduced by one. If 1/n is the mesh size, 
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then the discrete matrix An associated with the integral equation (4) will be of 
size n-by-n. However, the major drawback of the method is that An is a dense 
matrix. Hence solving it with direct method will require 0{n^) operations 
which will be too expensive for practical, large scale numerical computations. 
If iterative method, such as the conjugate gradient method (see Golub and 
van Loan [34, p.524]) is used, then the cost per iteration is dominated by 
the cost of multiplying A^ to a vector say x. This in general requires 0{n?) 
operations. If the boundary dQ is nice, A^ will have special structure and the 
product An^ may be obtained fast. As an example, if d^ is an ellipse, An 
will be a circulant-plus-Hankel matrix and A^^ x can be computed in 0{n logn) 
operations, see Example 1 in §5. In general, we can use fast multiplication 
schemes [35, 1, 25] to reduce the cost of multiplication to 0{n) or 0(nlogn) 
operations depending on the smoothness of the boundary. 
Another difficulty for the boundary integral equation (4) is that it is a 
Fredholm equation of the first kind with a weakly singular kernel. The matrix 
An therefore is known to be ill-conditioned. In §2’ we will see that the condition 
number of An increases like 0{n). Therefore if the system is solved by the 
conjugate gradient method, the number of iterations required for convergence 
will be increasing like O(n"2), see Golub and van Loan [34, Theorem 10.2.5 
and also the numerical results in §5. 
One standard way to speed up the convergence rate in the conjugate gra-
dient method is to apply a preconditioner and then solve the preconditioned 
system, see Golub and van Loan [34, p.529]. Gohberg, Hanke and Koltracht in 
[33] have considered using circulant integral operators to precondition Wiener-
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Hopf integral equations ofthe second kind defined on [0, oo). Circulant integral 
operators are convolution operators with periodic kernels. Their inverses (both 
for the continuous operator and for the discretized matrix) can be obtained 
efficiently using Fourier transforms. For Wiener-Hopf equations of the second 
kind, which are convolution-type, well-conditioned integral equations, Gohberg 
et. al. showed in [33] that with preconditioning, the convergence rate can be 
increased from linear to superlinear. 
In this paper, we will consider the use of circulant integral preconditioners 
for integral equations of the first kind as given in (4). Our integral equations 
are not of convolution-type and are ill-conditioned. We will show that the 
preconditioned systems will become well-conditioned and therefore the con-
vergence rate is linear. In particular, the number of iterations required for 
convergence is reduced from 0(n^/^) to 0(1) if our proposed preconditioner is 
used. 
We remark that the discretization matrices of circulant integral operators 
using rectangular quadrature rule are circulant matrices, see for instance Chan, 
Jin and Ng [21]. Circulant matrices have been proposed and used as precon-
ditioners for Toeplitz matrices in the past ten years, see the survey paper by 
Chan and Ng [23] for instance. It is established theoretically that the circulant-
preconditioned systems converge superlinearly when the given Toeplitz system 
is well-conditioned, see for instance Chan and Strang [24]. However, the per-
formance of circulant preconditioners for ill-conditioned Toeplitz systems is 
not good in general and in fact they fail in some cases, see Chan [12]. The 
only known preconditioners that work for ill-conditioned Toeplitz systems are 
I 
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the band-Toeplitz type preconditioners, see [12]. We emphasize that in this 
paper, the discrete matrices An are ill-conditioned and are not Toeplitz ma-
trices. But our results imply that they can be preconditioned by circulant 
matrices to obtain well-conditioned systems. 
One kind of circulant preconditioners that has been investigated extensively 
in the study of preconditioners for Toeplitz matrices is the optimal circulant 
preconditioner proposed by T. Chan in [20]. It can be defined for arbitrary 
matrices. T. Chan's idea of constructing optimal circulant preconditioners 
has been incorporated in Chan and Lin [22] in constructing optimal circu-
lant integral operators for general non-convolution type integral operators. In 
this paper, we will concentrate only on the use of optimal circulant integral 
operators for (4). 
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A Note on the Convergence of the 





In this paper, we consider solutions of Toeplitz systems Au = b j 
where the Toeplitz matrices A are generated by nonnegative functions i 
with zeros. Since the matrices A are ill-conditioned, the convergence fac- | 
tor of classical iterative methods, such as the Richardson method, will 
approach 1 as the size n of the matrices becomes large. In [1，2], con- ！ 
vergence of the two-grid method with Richardson method as smoother ^ 
was proved for band r matrices and it was conjectured that this conver- ^ 
gence result can be carried to Toeplitz systems. In this paper, we show i 
that the two-grid method with Richardson smoother indeed converges I 
for Toeplitz systems that are generated by functions with zeros, pro-
vided that the order of the zeros are less than or equal to 2. However, ‘ 
we illustrate by examples that the convergence results of the two-grid ^ 
method cannot be readily extended to multi-grid method for n that are 
not of the form 2^  — 1. 
» 
1 Introduction 
An n-by-n matrix An is said to be a Toeplitz matrix if it has the form 
ao tt_i • • • tt2-n CLi_n 1 
ttl tto a—l • • . Cl2-n 
An = ： ai ao . • • : ， 
dn-2 . . . •.. •.. a_i 
_ a^-l CLn-2 • . • CLl flo 」 
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Paper A 20 
i.e. An is constant along its diagonals. Given a function f(0), let 
ak = ^ r f { e y - _ d e , k 二 0, ± 1 , 土2,. •., 
Z7T J-Tv 
be the Fourier coefficients of / . For all n > 1, let An be the n-hj-n Toeplitz 
matrix with entries aj,k = a^_fc, 0 < j , k < n. The function f{0) is called 
the generating function of the sequence of Toeplitz matrices A^. We will 
denote An = % i [ f { 0 ) ] . When f is an even function, the matrices A^ are real 、 
symmetric. In this paper we study the solutions of Toeplitz systems AnU — b I 
i 
by the multigrid method. s 
i； 
In Grenander and Szego [3, pp.64-65], it is shown that the eigenvalues ‘ 
I 
Xj{An) of An lie in the range of f { 0 ) , i.e. 
I 
m i n f { 6 ) < Xj{An) < m a x f { 6 ) , 1 < j < n. (1) , 
0e[-7T,7r] 0G[-7r,7rJ 丨 
I 
Moreover, the maximum and minimun eigenvalues of An satisfy | 
l i m A m a x ( A n ) = m a x / ( 6 > ) a n d l i m A m i n ( 4 n ) = m i n / ( 6 > ) . ‘ 
n—oo 0e[-7T,7r] n^oo 0e[-7r,7r] , 
Consequently, when f{6) is nonnegative and vanishes at some points 9o e 
-7T,7r], then the condition number K(An) of A^ is unbounded as n tends to 
infinity, i.e. A^ is ill-conditioned. 
Classical iterative methods such as the Jacobi, Gauss-Seidel or SOR meth-
ods are not applicable when the generating function has zeros. Since lim i^—oo /^(A^) 
=00, the convergence factor is expected to approach 1 for large n. In [1，2], 
Fiorentino and Serra proposed to use multigrid method (MGM) with Richard-
son method as smoother for solving Toeplitz systems. Their numerical results 
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show that the multigrid method gives very good convergence rate for Toeplitz 
systems generated by nonnegative functions. The cost per iteration of MGM 
is of 0 (n logn) operations. 
However, in [1, 2], the convergence of two-grid method (TGM) is only 
proved for the so-call band 丁 matrices. These are matrices that can be diag-
onalized by sine transform matrices. In general, r matrices are not Toeplitz 
matrices and vice versa. Thus the author in [2] has posed the question of _ 
whether the convergence of TGM for 丁 matrices can be carried over to Toeplitz ! 
matrices. In this paper, we give partial answer to this question. I 
I 
We first prove that with the smoother and projection operators proposed f 
I 
by Fiorentino and Serra in [1, 2], TGM indeed converges for Toeplitz systems 
generated by functions with zeros that are of order 2 or less. More precisely, ‘ 
I 
f 
using the theory of algebraic multigrid method, we are able to prove that 丨 
the convergence factor of TGM for this class of Toeplitz systems is uniformly j 
bounded below 1 independent of n. However, examples will be given to il-
» 
lustrate that the convergence results for TGM cannot be readily extended to 
MGM unless n is of the form 2^  - 1. This is because the coarse grid opera-
tor will not be Toeplitz in this case and it is difficult to estimate the spectral 
radius of the coarse grid operator to be used in the Richardson smoother. As 
a remedy, one can use the damped-Jacobi method as smoother instead of the 
Richardson method. The convergence of MGM method with damped-Jacobi 
method as smoother can be found in Chan, Chang and Sun [4]. 
The paper is organized as follows. In §2, we recall the method proposed in 
1, 2]. In §3, we analyze the convergence of TGM for Toeplitz systems where 
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the generating functions have a zero of order 2 or less. In §4, numerical exam-
ples are given to illustrate the effectiveness of MGM method with Richardson 
smoother when n is of the form 2^  - 1. In §5, we give some remarks on the 
choice of the smoothers, when n is not of the form 2^  - 1. In particular, we 
give examples to show that the Richardson smoother does not work when n is 
not of this form. Comparison with damped-Jacobi smoother will be given too. 
Concluding remarks are given in §6. »< 
i 
2 The Two-Grid Method for Toeplitz Matri- { 
ces 1 
！ 
In this section, we recall the two-grid method proposed by Fiorentino and Serra | 
in [1, 2] for Toeplitz matrices. Given Au — b, with u, b G R^, the smoother is ^ 
！ 
defined as j 
V"+i) = S^ tiW + 6i = S^(iiW,6i), I 
where S — I — M~^A is the iteration matrix, M depends on the iterative ‘ 
i 
scheme and h 二 M~^b G R". Let P be the projection operator. The TGM i 
algorithm is given by: ‘ 
i 
TGM(^ ,P) 
vP,") = S^iu(^\bi); 
dn = A^x(iW — b; 
dk 二 Pdk ； 
A , 二 P A P ^ ; 
Solve AkV = dk; 
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UCR1,") = ^0>) — pTy . 
We note that the global iteration matrix of TGM is 
G 二 [I — PT(PAPT)- I i^45^ (2) 
In [1, 2], S is chosen to be the Richardson iteration, i.e. 
S = I - - A , (3) : 
P \ 
where 2p > p{A), the spectral radius of A. For a Toeplitz matrix A generated j 
'i 
by an even function f , we see from (1) that p{A) < max0e[_7r,7r]/(0). In | 
applications where f is not known a priori, we can estimate p{A) by the matrix I 
oo-norm of A. The estimate can be computed in 0{n) operations. 
In §3，we will give the convergence proof of TGM for Toeplitz systems \ 
where their generating functions f{0) satisfy I 





min 1 爛 ^ > 0. (5) 
0G[-7T,7r] 1 +COs6> ^ ) 棘‘ 
In particular, it includes generated functions with zeros that are of order less 
than or equal to 2. For these Toeplitz systems, the projection P defined in 
Fiorentino and Serra [1] reduced to the classical projectors, namely 
• 1 2 1 1 
P= 1 2 1 (6) 
— 」 
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or 
- 1 2 - 1 
P = - 1 2 - 1 , (7) 
• • • 
• • • _ J 
depending on whether (4) or (5) holds. 
3 Convergence Analysis 
In this section, we discuss the convergence of TGM for Toeplitz matrices whose 卜 
b 
generating functions satisfy (4) or (5). Let us begin by introducing the fol- ' 
lowing notations. We say A > B (respectively A > B) if A — B is a positive •‘ 
^ 
(respectively semi-positive) definite matrix. In particular, A > 0 means that A ^ 
I 
is positive definite. For A > 0, we define the following inner products which are , 
useM in the _ e • _ of muMgrid methods，see 一 - Stuben | 
5, p.77-78]: I 
(u,v)o = ao(u,v), (u,v)i = (Au,v), (u,v)2 = -{Au,Av). (8) | 
ao 
> 
Here〈.，.〉is the Euclidean inner product and ao is the main diagonal entry of 丨 
I 
A. The respective norms of the inner products defined in (8) are denoted by , 
I . ||j, i — 0,1, 2. We first note that for the Richardson smoother defined in 1^ 
(3), ||5||i < 1 if p is properly chosen. 
Theorem 1 ([5, p.84]) Suppose A > 0 and p > p{A)/2. Then 
\Se\\l < \\e\\l - a||e||^, Ve G R^, (9) 
where 
, . ( 2 - M ) ^ > 0 . (10) 
P P 
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Inequality (9) is called the smoothing condition. We see from the theorem that 
|5||i < 1. We see also from (10) that p — p{A) is the best choice since a will 
be the largest. 
Let An = A^ and PA^P^ 二 A^, the coarse grid operator. For TGM, the 
correction operator is given by 
T = /-pT(v4^)-ipA" 
|一 
and hence by (2), the global iteration matrix of TGM is 5 
[I 
G 二 TS\ '： 
i'i 
s 
In the following, we let v = 1. |, 
I 
Theorem 2 ([5, p.89]) Let A — A^ > 0 and let p he chosen such that S ‘ 
各 
satisfies the smoothing condition (9)，i.e. ' 
1 
||5^ e"||? < ||e"||?-a||e"||_, Ve^ G R^ , | 
—e ^ 沾 9 謹 〜 _ . 一 - - ,rojecUon o,erator P kas fuU rank [ 
and that there exists a scalar |3 > 0 such that j 
I 
min ||e" — P ^ e l g < P\\e%, Ve" G R " . (11) “ 
e^eE>"/2J 
Then f3 > a and the convergence factor of the h-H two-level TGM satisfies 
iMii <_ / ^ . 
Inequality (11) is called the correcting condition. 
From Theorems 1 and 2, we see that if p is chosen as in Theorem 1, then 
we only have to establish (11) in order to get the convergence results. 
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Theorem 3 Let the generating function f { 0 ) ofA satisfy (4) or (5) and let 
P be chosen as in (6) or (7) accordingly. Then there exists a scalar ^ > 0 
independent ofn such that (11) holds. In particular, the convergence factor of 
TGM is hounded uniformly below 1 independent ofn. 
Proof: We will prove the theorem for the case of (4). The proof for the case 
of (5) is similar and is sketched at the end of this proof. We first assume that 
h 
n — 2k + 1 for some k. For any e^ 二 (e：, e2, • •., CnY G R^, we define |j 
il 
eH = (gi,6,.-.,4)^GR^ 1¾ 
I 
where | 
ei = ^e2i, 1 < i < k. | 
1 
For ease of indexing, we set e^  = 0 for i < 0 and i > n. We note that with P 丨 
il 
as defined in (6) and the norm || • ||o in (8), we have | 
1 
^ 1 1 I 
|e" — P^e^||o < do Y,{e2i — -e2i+1 — ;^e2i-1f. f 
i=i ^ ^ 
Thus (11) is proved if we can bound the right hand side above by /?(e^, Ae^) \ 
for some /3 independent of e .^ ^ 
To do so, we observe that for the right hand side above, we have 
k 1 1 ao Xl{e2i — -e2i+i — -e2i-1y 
i=i 丄 ^ 
k I I 1 
= a o ^{eli + -e2i+1 + -e2i_1 - e2iC2i+i - e^Qi—i + -62^+162 -^1} 
Z— 1 
k 1 1 1 1 < «0 Y^{4i + ^4i+i + j4-i - e2iC2i+i — e2ie2i-1 + -e^ .^ i + -e2i-1} 
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k 1 1 
二 0^0 J2i^li + 2^¾+! + 2^¾-! - ^2i62i+l — e2i62i-l} 
i—l 
n 
< ao Y^ ( e ^ - emem+i) = ao{e^, Tn[l cos 9]e^) 
m = l 
where 7^[1 — cos 0] is the n-by-n Toeplitz matrix generated by 1 - cos 0. Thus 
min ||e^ — P^e^\\l < ao{e^Tn[l — cos^"〉， Ve^  G R". 
e^eM!" 
Hence to establish (11), we only have to prove that 
ao{e^Tn[l - cos9]e^) < "〈e",A"e"〉， Ve" G K" : 
) 
for some |3 independent of e". By (4) and (1), it is obvious that | j 
f 
^Tn[l-cos9]<Tn[f] = A^ I 
!i 
where ;’ 
, = m i n ^ > 0 . 丨 
0G[-7r,7r] 1 — C O S U |^  
Hence | 





Next we consider the case where n is not of the form 2k + 1. In that case, 
we let k = n/2, h = 2k + 1 > n . We then embed the vector e^ into longer 
vectors e& of size h by zeros. Then since 
\\e'-P^e^\\l<\\e'-P^e^\\l 
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and 
{e^,Tn[l-cos6]e^) =〈e",7;[l — cos6>]e"〉 
we see that the conclusion still holds. 
We remark that the case of (5) can be proved similarly. We only have 
to replace the function (1 - cos 0) above by (1 + cosO). Since in this case, 
f{0) > 7(1 + cos ^), we then have 
n 
7;[ l + c0s^l < -A\ t' 
_ ^ l:.i ii-. rt, 




4 Numerical Results | 
H" I 
The analysis presented in §3 is for TGM where A^, the coarse grid operator, || 
is assumed to be inverted exactly. In the full multigrid method (MGM), A^ is ij 
not inverted exactly, but is approximated by using TGM recursively on coarser 1 
grids. In this section, we apply MGM for solving ill-conditioned real symmetric | 
ii 
Toeplitz systems A^u = b. | 
In Table 1, we give the convergence history of four nonnegative generating — 
functions when n — 2047 = 2^ — 1. The first three are continuous functions 
and the fourth one, J(0), is a function with jump: 
—1 沪 if 1^1 < 兀/2， 
A。— i l if|6>|>7T/2. 
The Toeplitz matrices they formed, except for those generated by the first func-
tion f{6) : 6 - 4cos^ — 2cos2^, are dense. Since n is of the form 2^  — 1，the 
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coarse grid operators are also Toeplitz matrices, see for instance Chan, Chang 
and Sun [4]. We choose as solution a random vector u with \\u\\oo < 1. The 
right hand side vector b is obtained accordingly. The zero vector is used as the 
initial guess. When the size of the coarse grid operator is less than 8, we solve 
the equation exactly. In Table 1，we list the error \\u - Uj\\oo where Uj is the 
approximated solution after the j - th V-cycle. As in [1, 2], we use the Richard-
son method with ppre = max/(^) for pre-smoother and ppost = max/(^)/2 广 
• fe 
for post-smoother. In the coarser grid level, we also use the Richardson ； 
|v 
method with p^^ = a^Ppre/ao for pre-smoother and p ^ 二 a^ppost/ao for 丨终 
;'i 
post-smoother. We use one pre-smoothing and one post-smoothing on each ’:4 
i 
level. We see from the table that MGM with Richardson smoother works very S 
efficiently. ^ 
I 
V-cycle 6 - 4 cos 0 - 2 cos 29 \6\ 炉 J{0) M 
1 1.333962e-01 1.294058e-01 3.972341e-01 1.535674e-01 
2 6.023454e-03 1.062903e-02 9.420688e-02 1.663342e-02 f 
3 5.143994e-04 8.542301e-04 3.525454e-02 2.284307e-03 1 
4 5.842898e-05 6.930363e-05 1.193746e-02 2.652951e-04 J 
5 4.015539e-06 7.010466e-06 3.785376e-03 3.537911e-05 f 
6 4.992195e-07 5.342456e-07 1.301305e-03 3.999559e-06 | 
7 3.888069e-08 5.415987e-08 4.876845e-04 5.136616e-07 ^ 
8 4.339097e-09 4.115722e-09 1.745122e-04 5.910621e-08 “ 
9 3.382731e-10 4.293213e-10 6.132923e-05 7.366634e-09 
10 3.627324e-ll 3.270896e-ll 2.144583e-05 8.642967e-10 
Table 1: Convergence History for Full Multigrid Method. 
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5 Remarks on the Choice of the Smoother 
The smoother used in the above discussion is the Richardson method proposed 
by Fiorentino and Serra in [1, 2]. We note that for Toeplitz matrices, the 
Richardson method is the same as the damped-Jacobi method which is defined 
by 
Sj 二 I - cj . (diag(^))-M 
where o;_i > p((diag(^))"M)/2. In fact if A is Toeplitz, then diag(A) - ao . I. | 
y 
Hence :¾ 
Sj 二 I - - A (14) I 
。o I 
Let p 二 ao/cj, then Sj 二 S of (3). ^ 
I 
If the size n of A is not the form 2^  — 1, the coarse grid operator A^ will t 
no longer be Toeplitz but is a sum of a Toeplitz matrix and a low rank matrix |丨 
r I 
(with rank 2), see Chan, Chang and Sun [4]. In this case, the Richardson | 
method is different from the damped-Jacobi method on the coarser level. |^  
We note that it is cheaper to use the damped-Jacobi smoother than to | 
use the Richardson smoother in general in the full multigrid method. For the 
damped-Jacobi iteration (14), we can use the same co in (14) for all coarser ^ 
level operators. However, the parameter p in the Richardson iteration in (3) 
cannot be computed easily on the coarser grid. And even if it is computed 
exactly, the performance may not be as good as the damped-Jacobi method 
with a constant u. 
To illustrate that, we consider Toeplitz matrices 7^[1 — cos6] and Tn[0^ 
for different values of n not of the form 2^  - 1. We solve the systems by 
i I 
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the full multigrid method with one pre-smoothing and one post-smoothing as 
in §4. For the Richardson smoother, the parameter p of the pre-smoother 
on each coarser level is chosen to be the spectral radius of the coarse grid 
operator on that level and the parameter of post-smoother is chosen to be 
p/2. For the damped-Jacobi smoother, we just use uOpre 二 <^ o/ max/(^) in pre-
smoothing and ijjpost 二 2ao/max/(0 for all levels. The average convergence 
rates of the first ten iterations for both smoothers are shown in Table 2. We f. 
I 
see that the convergence rate of MGM with damped-Jacobi smoother is about 丨― 
k 
constant independent of n whereas that of MGM with Richardson smoother :¾ 
|l 
is approaching 1 as n increases. 〜、 
I 
f{6) 2-2cos6> ^ , 
n Richardson damped-Jacobi Richardson damped-JaCobi ！ 
~~M~~0.29297382 0.11414715 0.40202522 0.31879256~~ | 
128 0.44943557 0.11809467 0.55478058 0.33836982 [j 
256 0.61484019 0.12755175 0.68098468 0.33169762 * 
512 0.74128849 0.12531082 0.77651215 0.34075431 | 
1024 0.81458679 0.12633265 0.84132052 0.33728271 ^ 
Table 2: Comparison of the Richardson and the Damped-Jacobi smoothers. | 
I I 
6 Concluding Remarks 一 
In this paper, we have partially answered the conjecture posed by Serra in [2 . 
For Toeplitz matrices generated by functions having zeros of order less than 
or equal to 2，we proved that TGM with Richardson method does converge. 
However, for MGM, it will be easier to use damped-Jacobi method as smoother 
than to use Richardson method, especially when n is not of the form 2^  — 1. 
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We remark that the convergence of MGM with damped-Jacobi method as 
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Multigrid Method for Ill-Conditioned 




In this paper, we consider solutions of Toeplitz systems AnU = b where |; 
the Toeplitz matrices An are generated by nonnegative functions with zeros. :_j 
Since the matrices A^ are ill-conditioned, the convergence factor of classical 、‘ 
iterative methods, such as the damped Jacobi method, will approach 1 as the | 
size n of the matrices becomes large. Here we propose to solve the systems by b 
the multigrid method. The cost per iteration for the method is of 0(nlogn) ®i 
operations. For a class of Toeplitz matrices which includes weakly diagonally | 
dominant Toeplitz matrices, we show that the convergence factor of the two- 丨) 
grid method is uniformly bounded below 1 independent of n and the full \ 
multigrid method has convergence factor depends only on the number of levels. | 
Numerical results are given to illustrate the rate of convergence. ^ 
1 Introduction | 
I 
In this paper we discuss the solutions of ill-conditioned symmetric Toeplitz systems "* 
AnU = b by the multigrid method. The n-by-n matrices An are Toeplitz matrices 
with generating functions f that are nonnegative even functions. More precisely, 
the matrices An are constant along their diagonals with their diagonal entries given 
by the Fourier coefficients of / : 
[A]i,^ = h J : /(約一。—')"紙 0 < J, k < n. 
34 
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Since f are even functions, we have [An]j,k = [^n]k,j and An are symmetric. 
In [10, pp.64-65], it is shown that the eigenvalues Xj{An) of A^ lie in the range 
of/(^), i .e. 
mmf{e)<Xj{An)< max / (^ ) , 1 < J < n. (1) 
0G[-7T,7r] 9e[-7r,7T] 
Moreover, we also have 
l im Amax(Ai) 二 max /(6>) and lm^ Xmin{An) = ^ min f { 6 ) . L 
n—oo ee[-7T,7r] n—oo 0e[-7T,7r] p, 
^ 
Consequently, if f{6) is nonnegative and vanishes at some points 6。G [-7r, yr], then h 
I 
the condition number tv{An) of A^ is unbounded as n tends to infinity, i.e. A^ is J^  
I 
ill-conditioned. In fact, if the zeros of f are of order //, then K,{An) grows like 0(n"), 
, . + . . i see tor instance 4 . i, 
I 
Superfast direct methods for Toeplitz matrices have been developed around 1980. j 
2 久 
They can solve n-hy-n Toeplitz systems in 0(nlog n) operations, see for instance | 
'1]. However, their stability properties for ill-conditioned Toeplitz matrices are still ^ 
unclear. Iterative methods based on the preconditioned conjugate gradient method J 
II 
were proposed in 1985, see [11, 13]. With circulant matrices as preconditioners, the | 
methods require 0(nlogn) operations per iteration. For Toeplitz systems generated ^ 
by positive functions, these methods have shown to converge superlinearly. How-
ever, circulant preconditioners in general cannot handle Toeplitz matrices generated 
by functions with zeros, see the numerical results in §6. The band-Toeplitz precon-
ditioners proposed in [4, 5] can handle functions with zeros, but are restricted to the 
cases where the order of the zeros are even numbers. Thus they are not applicable 
for functions like f{9) = |0|. We remark that the cost per iteration of the precondi-
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tioned conjugate gradient method with band-Toeplitz preconditioners is also of the 
order 0(nlog n) operations. 
Classical iterative methods such as the Jacobi or Gauss-Seidel methods are also 
not applicable when the generating functions have zeros. Since linVj_>oo f^(An) = oo, 
the convergence factor is expected to approach 1 for large n. In [8, 9], Fiorentino 
and Serra proposed to use multigrid method coupled with Richardson method as 
smoother for solving Toeplitz systems. Their numerical results show that the multi- 卜 
|iij 
grid method gives very good convergence rate for Toeplitz systems generated by non- ) 
k 
negative functions. The cost per iteration of the multigrid method is of 0(n logn) ^ 
'h 
operations which is of the same order as the preconditioned conjugate gradient 、‘ 
i 
methods with either circulant preconditioners or band-Toeplitz preconditioners. 卜 
I 
However, in [8, 9], the convergence of the two-grid method (TGM) on first level ‘ 
I 
is only proved for the so-called band r matrices. These are band matrices that can j 
be diagonalized by sine transform matrices. A typical example is the 1-dimensional ^ 
discrete Laplacian matrix diag[-l, 2, -1]. In general, r matrices are not Toeplitz 
> 
matrices and vice versa. The proof of convergence of the TGM for Toeplitz matrices | 
was not given there. | 
From the computational point of view, the matrix on the coarser grid in TGM ^ 
is still too expensive to invert. One therefore usually does not use TGM alone but 
instead applies the idea of TGM recursively on the coarser grid to get down to 
the coarsest grid. The resulting method is the full multigrid method (MGM). We 
remark that the convergence of MGM for Toeplitz matrices or for 丁 matrices was 
not discussed in [8’ 9]. 
In this paper, we consider the use of MGM for solving ill-conditioned Toeplitz 
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systems. Our interpolation operator is constructed according to the position of 
the first non-zero entry on the first row of the given Toeplitz matrix and is dif-
ferent from the one proposed by Fiorentino and Serra [8, 9]. We show that for a 
class of ill-conditioned Toeplitz matrices which includes weakly diagonally dominant 
Toeplitz matrices, the convergence factor of TGM with our interpolation operator 
is uniformly bounded below 1 independent of n. We also prove that for this class 
of Toeplitz matrices, the convergence factor of MGM with F-cycles will be level- 卜 
i I !h 
dependent. One standard way of removing the level-dependence is to use "better" J 
h/ 
cycles such as the F- or the VF-cycles, see [12]. We remark however that our nu- k 
h 
merical results show that MGM with V-cycles already gives level-independent con- 、i‘ 
I 
vergence. Since the cost per iteration is of 0(nlogn) operations, the total cost of ‘ 
I 
solving the system is therefore of 0(nlogn) operations. 
I 
We note that the class of functions that we can handle includes functions with ', 
I 
zeros of order 2 or less and also functions such as f(0) = |^| which cannot be handled | 
by band-Toeplitz preconditioners proposed in [4, 5]. We will also give examples of |^  
functions that can be handled by multigrid method with our interpolation operator | 
丨丨| 
but not with the interpolation operator proposed in [8]. | 
The paper is organized as follows. In §2, we introduce the two-grid method «. 
and the full multigrid method. In §3, we analyze the convergence rate of two-
grid method. We first establish in §3.1 the convergence of two-grid method on 
the first level for the class of weakly diagonally dominant Toeplitz matrices. The 
interpolation operator for these matrices can easily be identified. Then in §3.2, 
we consider a larger class of Toeplitz matrices which are not necessarily diagonally 
dominant. The convergence of full multigrid method is studied in §4 by establishing 
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the convergence of the two-grid method on the coarser levels. In §5，we give the 
computational cost of our method. Numerical results are given in §6 to illustrate 
the effectiveness of our method. Finally, concluding remarks are given in §7. 
2 Multigrid Methods 
Given a Toeplitz system A^u = b with u e R〜we define a sequence of sub-systems 
h 
on different levels: ！ 
i： 
1 
A^u^ = 『 , u ^ e R^^, 1 < m < q. ! 
,'. 
^ 
Here q is the total number of levels with m 二 1 being the finest level. Thus for J 
I 
m = 1, A^ 二 An and ni 二 n. For m > 1, n^ are just the size of the matrix A^. | 
We denote the interpolation and restriction operators by 1二1 : K^^+^ ~"^~> 於几爪 and | 
/=+1 : K^^ ~~、R^^ respectively. We will choose ,|^  
k 
C + 1 — ( j m \T 
—l^m+lJ • I 
The coarse grid operators are defined by the Galerkin algorithm, i.e. !| 
I 
A^+i=C+i4"C+i, 1 < m < q. ( 2 ) • 
Thus, if A^ is symmetric and positive definite, so is f + i . The smoothing operator 
is denoted by G^ : R^^ ——> R〜 .Typical smoothing operators are the Jacobi, 
Gauss-Seidel and Richardson iterations, see for instance [3]. Once the above com-
ponents are fixed, a multigrid cycling procedure can be set up. Here we concentrate 
on the y-cycle scheme which is given as follows, see [3, p.48 . 
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procedure MGM(" i , "2)(w^,6^); 
i f m = q, 
then u^ :二 (A")-i&g; 
endif； 
begin do i := 1 to i^i 
vT := G^u^ + ( 严 - — G ^ ) { A ^ ) - ^ W ' , 
endo； 、 
I 
CT+1 :=/m+l(^m^m_^m). | 
e『+i:=0; ^^  
,丨.丨丨 
gm+i := MGM(z/i,z/2)(e『+i,^r+i); ;;《 
^ m : = ^ m _ j m _ ^ ^ g m + l . | 
s 
do i := 1 to "2 
t 
u^ := G^u^ + (I〜-G^){A^)-^b^; ''| 
^ ^ 
endo； I 
M G M ( " i , " 2 ) : = u , 丨 
f 
― ； I 
1 
Here I〜is the n^^-by-n^ identity matrix. If we set q = 2, the resulting multigrid ^ 
_N< 
method is the two-grid method (TGM). 
3 Convergence of TGM for Toeplitz Matrices 
In this section, we discuss the convergence of TGM for Toeplitz matrices. We first 
give an estimate of the convergence factor for Toeplitz matrices that are weakly di-
agonally dominant. Then we extend the results to a larger class of Toeplitz matrices. 
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Let us begin by introducing the following notations. We say A > B (respectively 
A > B) if A - B is a positive (respectively semi-positive) definite matrix. In 
particular, A > 0 means that A is positive definite. The spectral radius of A is 
denoted by p(A). For A > 0, we define the following inner products which are useful 
in the convergence analysis of multigrid methods, see [12, p.77-78]: 
(u, v)o = (diag(A)u, v), (u, v)i 二 (Au, v), (u, v)2 = (diag(A)-^>l^, Av). (3) 
I 
Here〈.，.〉is the Euclidean inner product. Their respective norms are denoted by 
|丨.||“二0，1，2. 
Throughout this section, we denote the fine and coarse grid levels of the TGM as 
the h- and i^-levels respectively. For smoothing operator, we consider the damped-
Jacobi iteration, which is given by : 
1 I 
G" = I〜—u;. (diag(A"))_U" (4) • 
I 
see [3, p.lO]. The following theorem shows that ||G^"||i < 1 if uo is properly chosen. j 
j 
Theorem 1 ([12, p.84]) Suppose A > 0. Let a be such that 、 
I 
i > p ( d i a g ( A ) - U ) . (5) , 
Then 
G 三 I - a . diag(A)-iA 
satisfies 
\Ge\\l < \\e\\l-a\\e\\l, Ve G R ^ . (6) 
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Inequality (6) is called the smoothing condition. We see from the theorem that the 
damped-Jacobi method (4) with co 二 a satisfies ||G||i < 1. 
For a Toeplitz matrix A generated by an even function /，we see from (1) that 
p{A) < max0e[_7r,7r] f{0). Moreover, diag(v4) isjust a constant multiple of the identity 
matrix. Thus it is easy to find an a that satisfies (5). In applications where f is not 
known a priori, we can estimate a bound of p{A) by the Frobenius norm or matrix 
oo-norm of A. The estimate can be computed in 0{n) operations. 
For TGM, the correction operator is given by 
T^ = r h _ j h | ^ j ^ H y l j H ^ h 
with the convergence factor given by ||(G")"2T"(G")"i||i, see [12, p.89]. Here " i and 
U2 are the numbers of pre- and post-smoothing steps in the MGM algorithm in §2. 
k 
For simplicity，we will consider only "2 = 1 and Ui = 0. The other cases can be 
t 
established similarly as we have ||G^"||i < 1. Thus the convergence factor of our 
1 




Theorem 2 ([12, p.89]) Let A = A^ > 0 and let a > 0 be chosen such that G^ ^ 
• 
satisfies the smoothing condition (6), i.e. 
WG^e^Wl < ||e"||? - Of||e^ ||2, Ve" G R " " . 
Suppose that the interpolation operator 1^ has full rank and that there exists a scalar 
P > 0 such that 
eHi^ n^uH ||e" — 4e^||g < /3||e"||?, Ve" G R%. (7) 
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Then P > a and the convergence factor of the h-H two-level TGM satisfies 
WG'T% < ^ ^ . (8) 
Inequality (7) is called the correcting condition. From Theorems 1 and 2, we see 
that if a is chosen according to (5) and that the damped-Jacobi method is used as 
the smoother, then we only have to establish (7) in order to get the convergence 
results. We start with the following class of matrices. 、 
|s 
3.1 Weakly Diagonally Dominant Toeplitz Matrices 、f、 
h 
In the following, we write n-by-n Toeplitz matrix A generated by f as A = Tn[f] and 、‘ 
I 
its j- th diagonal as CLj, i.e. [A]oj — aj is the j-th Fourier coefficient of / . Let D be ‘ 
， I 
the class of Toeplitz matrices generated by functions f that are even, nonnegative 
L 
and satisfy '厂 
。 。 ” £ | 〜 | . (9) 
j= i 
Given a matrix A G D, let 1 be the first non-zero index such that ai + 0. If 04 < 0, ^ 
we define the rih-hy-nH interpolation operator as | / lji \ I 
2〈 
p J 
lji l p 
In= 2 \i •.. . (10) 
1 Tl •. 
2^ • 
\ •• / 
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Here P is the l-by-l identity matrix. If ai > 0, we define the interpolation operator 
as 、 / - l p \ 2^  
P 
4 / ' -|/^  
4 = P ••. • (11) 
1 Tl •. "2^ . 
\ •• / 、, 
Theorem 3 Let A G D and 1 be the first non-zero index where ai • 0. Let the ^ 
i'i^  
interpolation operator be chosen as in (10) or (11) according to the sign ofai. Then jl^ 
there exists a scalar j3 > 0 independent of n such that (7) holds. In particular, the |j 
convergence factor of TGM is bounded uniformly below 1 independent ofn. jS| 
i 
Proof: We will prove the theorem for the case 04 < 0. The proof for the case |^  
ai > 0 is similar and is sketched at the end of this proof. We first assume that 《I 
rih = {2k + 1)1 for some k. Then according to (10), we have n^ 二 kl. For any || 
e" 二 (e i ,C2 , . . . , Cn^y G R 、 w e define |, 
jl 
e^  = (gi’&，...，gnJ'eR"^ , 
P 
where '" 
eu+j = e(2i+i)/+i, 0 < i < k — 1 , 1 < j < 1. 
For ease of indexing, we set e^  = 0 for i < 0 and i > nh. 
We note that with 1^ as defined in (10) and the norm || • ||o in (3), we have 
k-l 1 1 1 
|e^  — iR^^Wo < «0 J l Jl{^2ii+j — -e(2i+i)i+j — -e(2z-i)/+j}^ . 
i=0 j=l ^ 丄 
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Thus (7) is proved if we can bound the right hand side above by /?〈e", Ae^) for some 
/3 independent of e \ To do so, we observe that for the right hand side above, we 
have 
k - l 1 1 1 
鄉 X^ ^{^2il+j - -e(2i+l)l+j — 2^(2i-l)i+j} 
i=0 j=l 
k-l 1 1 1 
= « 0 Y1 J2{4ii+j + ^4^i+i)i+j + ^e(2i-i)i+j - e2ii+je^2i+i)i+j 
i=0 j—1 , 
-e2ii+je(2i-i)i+j + ^e^2i+i)i+je{2i-i)i+j} 丨 
I 
fc-i / 1 1 5 
< (^o Y1 Y,{4ii+j + j^l2i+i)i+j + j4^i-i)i+j — e2u+je(2i+i)i+j , 
i=0 j=l ^ { 
1 2 1 2 ~> 
-e2u+je(2i-1)i+j + ^e^2i+i)i+j + ^^{2i-i)i+jS 丨 
k-l 1 1 1 1 
< CLo Y1 ^{4ii+j + 2^l2i+1)i+j + 2^f2i-1)i+j — e2ii+je(2i+i)i+j - e2u+je^2i-i)i+j} j 
i=0 j=l \ 
nh I 
=0^0 Y.{eli - emem+i) = ao<e",7;jl - cosW]e^) 
m=l I 
where 7^iJl — cos 16] is the n"-by-n/i Toeplitz matrix generated by 1 — cosl6. Thus 1 
I 
min e^ - lie^Wl < ao{e^,TnJl - cosW]e^), Ve"eR%. (12) 
eHeWH “ u - J 
If 
Hence to establish (7), we only have to prove that 
〈e"，7;jl-cosZ6>]e” < /?〈e",Ae"〉， Ve" G R^" (13) 
for some (3 independent of e .^ To this end, we note that the n/^ -by-n/^  matrix A is 
generated by 
^h-i 
fuhW = 0,0 + 2 J2 aj cosj9. 
j=i 
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But by (9)， 
nh-i 
fn,(0) = -2ai(l-cosW) + (ao + 2az) + 2 ^ ajcosj0 > -2ai(l-cosl9). 
i=i 
j^l 
In particular, by (1) 
A+2a,7;,[l-cosZ0] 二 7 ; j / n “ ^ + 2 a / 7 ; j l — c o s ^ ] = TndfnA^HM^-cosW)] > 0. 
(14) 
1 
Thus, by (12), we then have , 
- ^ - l l e1 l? 二 一盒〈6"，如” > ao{e\%Al _ cosW]e') > ^mm^ ||e" — 4e^||o^ ； 
叫 I “ （15) 丨 
Hence (7) holds with I 
P = : ^ > 0 . (16) i 
I 
Next we consider the case where n^ is not of the form {2k + l)l. In this case, \ 
L 
we let k = [n/^/(2/)J, n^ = {2k + 1)1 > n" and n^ = kl > nn- We then embed the “ 






(e^ ,7 ; j l-cos /6 ' ]e^ ) = (e^ ,7 ; j l-cos/6 ']e^> 
we see that the conclusion still holds. 
We remark that the case where a, > 0 can be proved similarly. We only have to 
replace the function (1 — cos 16) above by (1 + coslO). Since in this case, /^^ {9) > 
2ai{l + cos W), we then have 
A-2a iTn , [ l + cosW] = Tn ,[ fnA^)-^c i i { ^^cosW)] > 0. (17) 
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From this, we get (15) and hence (7) with p defined as in (16). • 
3.2 More General Toeplitz Matrices 
The condition on D class matrices is too strong. For example, it excludes the matrix 
A = Tn[0^]- However, from (12) and (13)，we see that (7) can be proved if we can 
find a positive number |3 independent of n and an integer 1 such that 
it  
0A>aoTn[l^cosW] or 0A > aoTn[l-cosW]. (18) | 
1¾ 
I 
Since by (14) and (17), we see that (18) holds for any matrices B in D, we immedi- ；., 
5 
ately have the following corollary. || 
1 ' 
i 
Corollary 1 Let A be a symmetric positive definite Toeplitz matrix. If there exists ^' 
仏 
a matrix B G D such that A > B. Then (7) holds provided that the interpolation ‘; 
operator for A is chosen to be the same as that for B. ^ 
More generally, we see by (1) that if the generating function f of A satisfies r 
f ( e ) I 
min 1 ；、、,^  > 0, (19) 
0e[-7T,7r]licosZ6> 、 7 
ftMi 
for some 1, then (18) holds. Thus we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 4 Let A be generated by an even function f that satisfies (19) for some 
1. Let the interpolation operator be chosen as in (10) or (11) according to the sign 
ofai. Then (7) holds. In particular, the convergence factor of TGM is uniformly 
bounded below 1 independent of the matrix size. 
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It is easy to prove that (19) holds for any even, nonnegative functions with zeros 
that are of order 2 or less. As an example, consider A 二 7^[沪]樂 B. Since 
/f)\ 
6|2>4sin' - =2(l-cos6>) (20) 
W 
and Tn[l — cos 0] G D, it follows from Theorem 4 that if the interpolation operator 
for A is chosen to be the same as that for 7^[1 - cos9], the convergence factor of 
the resulting TGM will be bounded uniformly below 1. We note that 7^[1 - cos 6] is „ 
just the 1-dimensional discrete Laplacian: diag[-l, 2,1]. Our interpolation operator | 
b 
here is the same as the usual linear interpolation operator used for such matrices, !i' 
'.i 
see [3, p.38]. However, we remark that the matrix A = 7^["2] is a dense matrix. <i' 
i 
As another example, consider the dense matrix 7^[|^|]. Since 7r|^ | > 0^  on [-7r, 7r], | 
we have by (20) ^ 
1 2 L 
rn[|^|]>-rn[^ ' ]>-Tn[ l-COS^] . '' 
7T 7T Ll 
^ 
Hence 7^[|^|] can also be handled by TGM with the same linear interpolation oper- 、 
ator used for 7^[1 — cos 6]. i 
I 
4 Convergence Results for Full Multigrid Method ( 
H4H 
In TGM, the matrix A^ on the coarse grid is inverted exactly. From the compu-
tational point of view, it will be too expensive. Usually, A^ is not solved exactly, 
but is approximated using the TGM idea recursively on each coarser grid until we 
get to the coarsest grid. There the operator is inverted exactly. The resulting algo-
rithm is the full multigrid method (MGM). In §3, we have proved the convergence 
of TGM for the first level. To establish convergence of MGM, we need to prove the 
convergence of TGM on coarser levels. 
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Recall that on the coarser grid, the operator A^ is defined by the Galerkin 
algorithm (2), i.e. A^ = I^A^I^. We note that if rih = {2k + 1)1 for some k, then 
UH = kl. We remark that A^ can be written as a block-Toeplitz-Toeplitz-block 
matrix, i.e. A^ can be represented as (B》—j), 1 < i,j < 2k + l, where B^_j are l-by-l 
Toeplitz matrices. Let A^ 二 嗎 ) , 1 < i,j < k, where Bg are l-hy-l matrices. 
From (10) and (11)，we have 
1 1 ( ^{2i-l)-{2j-l) ^ p i - l ) - ( 2 j ) B 〜 - l ) — (2j+ l) \ 1 1 ,去 :• 
B『]=(4八八4/” 4 )-(2 ,-1) 4^)-(2,) 4 ) - ( 2 . . 1 ) { ± - / j \ ± - / y I 
V B ( 2 i + i ) - ( 2 j - l ) ^ + l ) - ( 2 j ) ^(2z+ l)-(2 j+ l) / -I； 
1 1 ( ^2{i-j) ^2{i-j)+l ^2{i-j)+2 \ 1 1 ^ 
= ( ± i / M ' , ± - / 0 ^ _ , ) - i ^ - , ) ^ - , > i { ± - i \ i ^ . ± - i ' y f 
^ ^ TDh D/J, TDh ^ ^ 'i| 
\ ^2{i-j)-2 ^2{i-j)-l ^2{i-j) ) P 
= ^ - r 1 
I 
We note that 5 ^ - are also l-hy-l Toeplitz matrices since they are the linear combi- '丨 
k 
nations of the Toeplitz matrices. Thus A^ will be a block-Toeplitz-Toeplitz-block 
matrix. In particular, if 1 = 1，then A^ is still a Toeplitz matrix. However, if rih is 
, ~ ~ „ 卜 
not of the form {2k + l)l, i.e. n^ = {2k + 1)； + 1, 0 < 1 < 1, then A^ will be a sum | 
of a block-Toeplitz-Toeplitz-block matrix and a low rank matrix (with rank 21). i^  
We will only consider the case where rih = (2^  - 1)1 for some j. For then on each .^ , 
level 1 < m < q, rim : (2A:^  + 1)^  for some integer km- Hence the main diagonals 
of the coarse-grid operators A^, 1 < m < q, will still be constant. Recall that from 
the proof of Theorem 3 that (18) implies (7). We now prove that if (18) holds on a 
finer level, it holds on the next coarser level when the same interpolation operator 
is used. 
Theorem 5 Let aJ and a^ be the main diagonal entries of A^ and A^ respectively. 
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Let the interpolation operator 7¾ be defined as in (10) or (11). Suppose that 
# 2 ^ 7 ; j l i c o s Z ^ (21) 
for some P^ > 0 independent ofn. Then 
A ^ > ^ W - c o s W ] (22) 
with ,_ 
严 = 2 # . (23) I 
^0 . 
I 
Proof: We first note that if we define the {nn + l)-hy-nn matrix ‘力 
;i4 
( P P \ |j 
- 4 I' I' . ， （24) ^ 
V .. • ) I 
then there exists a permutation matrix P such that 、丨 
^ 
4 - P ( I:K )， (25) i 
lb 
(cf (10) and (11)). Moreover, for the same permutation matrix P, we have . 
7 ; j l±cosZ0] = P ( ^ n ^ j S i )P- (26) ？ 
By (2) and (21), we have 
A^ = I^A^I^H > f j k T n A ^ 土 cosW]li. (27) 
But by (25) and (26)，we have 
^ / f W l d b c o s _ = 褰 ( 广 ， ± 叫 ‘ ： ; S ) ( 1 1 ) = $ � � t K � 
(28) 
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By the definition of K in (24), we have 
韋 ( 广 - _ =嘉冗"[1-。。3洲. 
Combining this with (28), we get 
p n W 士 c o s _ | = ^ r . , [ l — cosW]. (29) 
Hence (27) implies (22) with (23). 口 .-
^ 
丨‘丨‘ 
Recall by (5) that we can choose a" such that ;j 
'.、 
:i 
a"A" < a ^ r \ 'i^  
I 
Notice that K^K < 严"and therefore | 
i 
a^A^ = a " / f A " / l < a J / f 4 = a^{r^ + K'K) < 2a^r^. ,1 
^ 
Thus on the coarser level, we can choose a^ as 1 
rr a!^aS , \ ^ 
^ 二 资 _ I 
i 
According to (8), (30) and (23), we see that 
tH^  
rH^H < / r ^ _ . a'a^/(2aS) _ L~~^ 
GT ^ " V F ^ ^ 2a^/^V4 ^ r ~ W 
Recursively, we can extend this result from the next coarser-level to the q-th level 
and hence obtain the level-dependent convergence of the MGM: 
i i ^ s f l N i - i 4 ^ ' 
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We remark that this level-dependent result is the same as that of most MGM, 
see for instance [12，2]. One standard way to overcome level-dependent convergence 
is to use "better" cycles such as the F- or VT-cycles, see [12]. We note however 
that our numerical results in §6 shows that MGM with V-cycles already gives level-
independent convergence. 
We remark that we can prove the level-independent convergence of MGM in a 
special case. ^ 
f 
Theorem 6 Let f { 6 ) be such that ,i ;-i '】 
Q( l i cosZ6>) > f { 6 ) > c i ( l icosZ6>) , (31) j 
i 
for some integer 1 and positive constants Ci and C2. Then for any 1 < m < q, ^ 
丨丨『广丨丨1 < | i _ ^ . ji V 2C2 I 
Proof: From (31), we have 
Q27;[l±cosZ6>] > A > ci7;[l±cosZ6>]. • 
— - I) 
i 
Recalling the Galerkin algorithm (2) and using (29) recursively, we then have ^ 
^ ^ T n J l — cos/6>l > A^ > ^ ^ T n J l — 008/6>]. (32) ^ 
2m-l "^ — — 2爪—1 J 乂 , 
By the right-hand inequality and (18)，we see that 
om—l 
『=——. 
C l < 
Since 2 > (1 ± cos W) for all 0, we have 
^ ^ j n m > ^ ^ 7 ; (i±cosZ60 
2m-2 — 2饥_1 
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and hence by the left hand side of (32) 
C2 jUm〉j^rn 
2m_2 - • 
Therefore by the definition of a in (5), we see that 
o m — 2 
a ^ = l ~ ^ . 
C 2 < 
According to (8), we then conclude that —‘ 
？! 




As an example, we see that MGM can be applied to Tn[0 ]^ with the usual linear | 
interpolation operator and the resulting method will be level-independent. To illus- | 
I 
trate how the method works, we now display the sequence of projected matrices in 〜 
each coarser level for AiQ — Tie[0^]. Since ai = —2 < 0 for this example, we use | 
the interpolation operator in (10). Then A^ = T^ + U \ where T^ are Toeplitz ‘ 
I 
matrices and U^ are low rank matrices of the form i 
L - = { ^ ( c , ) ': 
( 严 6 ^ ) ， 
with d^ being row vectors and 8^ being scalars. Let f^ be the first rows of T^. 
Then the sequence of vectors in 3 different levels are given approximately by 
t ' = (7rV3, -2/1^, 2/2^, -2/3^, 2/4^, -2/5^, • • •, -2/15^), 
c' = ( 0 r . . , 0 ) , 
(^ i = 0; 
Paper B ^^ 
e = (1.18, -0.62,0.02,0.001,0.0002,0.00006,0.00002, -0.00005), 
c2 = (0, -0.0001, -0.0002, -0.0005, -0.0013, -0.0051, -0.0451), 
5^  = 0.9275; 
t3 二 (0.5523, -0.2844,0.0081,0.0001), 
c3 = (-0.0002,-0.0013,-0.035), 
沪 二 1.1926. 
_ | 
. i 
5 Computational Cost / 
丨；: 
'4 
Let us first consider the case where n = (2^  - l)l for some j. Then on each level, i^  
I 
rih = {2k + l)l for some k. From the MGM algorithm in §2, we see that if we are 
using the damped-Jacobi method (4), the pre-smoothing and post-smoothing steps | 
become ‘丨 
u^ := (r^ — u . diag(A^)-^A^)n^ + L0 . diag(A^)-^6^. 
Thus the main cost on each level depends on the matrix-vector multiplication A^y ^ 
for some vector y. If we are using one pre-smoothing step and one post-smoothing |) 
step, then we require two such matrix vector multiplications — one from the post- j 
smoothing and one from the computation of the residual. We do not need the ^ 
multiplication in the pre-smoothing step since the initial guess u^ is the zero vector. 
On the finest level, A is a Toeplitz matrix. Hence Ay can be computed in two 
2n-length FFTs, see for instance [13]. If 1 = 1, then on each coarser level, A^ will 
still be a Toeplitz matrix. Hence A^y can be computed in two 2n^-length FFTs. 
When 1 > 1, then on the coarser levels, A^ will be a block-Toeplitz-Toeplitz-block 
matrix with l-by-l Toeplitz sub-blocks. Therefore A^y can also be computed in 
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roughly the same amount of time by using 2-dimensional FFTs. Thus the total cost 
per MGM iteration is about eight 2n-length FFTs. 
In comparison, the circulant-preconditioned conjugate gradient methods require 
two 2n-length FFTs and two n-length FFTs per iteration for the multiplication of 
Ay and C~^y respectively. Here C is the circulant preconditioner, see [13]. The 
cost can be further reduced to only two 2n-length FFTs if we first diagonalize 
the circulant preconditioner. The band-Toeplitz preconditioned conjugate gradient ,^  
methods require two 2n-length FFTs and one band-solver where the band-width $ 
V 
depends on the order of the zeros, see [4]. Thus the cost per iteration of using MGM :¾ 
:•i 
is about 4 times as that required by the circulant preconditioned conjugate gradient i^  
I 
methods or the band-Toeplitz preconditioned conjugate gradient methods. 々 
Next we consider the case when n is not of the form (2^  — l)l. In that case, i 
L 
on the coarser level, A^ will no longer be a block-Toeplitz-Toeplitz-block matrix. | 
Instead it will be a sum of such a matrix and a low rank matrix (with rank less than 、 
21). Thus the cost of multiplying A^y will be increased by 0(ln). 丨 
(k 
6 Numerical Results ) 
1 
In this section, we apply the MGM algorithm in §2 to ill-conditioned real symmetric … 
Toeplitz systems AnU = b. We choose as solution a random vector u such that 
0 < Ui < 1. The right hand side vector b is obtained accordingly. As smoother, we 
use the damped-Jacobi method (4) with u chosen as ao/max/(^) for pre-smoother 
and 00 二 2ao/max/(0) for post-smoother. We use one pre-smoothing and one post-
smoothing on each level. When the coarse grid size is less than 5，we solve the coarse 
grid system exactly. 
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The zero vector is used as the initial guess and the stopping criterion is ||r^-||oo/lko||oo 
< 10_7, where rj is the residual vector after j iterations. In the following tables, we 
give the number of iterations required for convergence using our method, see column 
under M. For comparison, we also give the number of iterations required by the 
preconditioned conjugate gradient method with no preconditioner (/), the Strang 
{S) circulant preconditioner, the T. Chan {C) circulant preconditioner and also the 
band {B) preconditioners, see [6，7, 4]. The double asterisk ** signifies more than ， 
200 iterations are needed. i 
V 
For the first example, we consider functions with single zero at the point 6 = 0. \ 
The functions we tried are f[6) = 6 - 4cos6> — 2 cos 26 and f{6) = 0^. We note :J 
that 7^[6 - 4cos^ - 2cos29] G D whereas Tn[0 ]^ • E). However, we have 沪 > “ 
2 — 2 cos 9 and 7^[2 — 2 cos 6] G D. Therefore, according to Corollary 1, we can use ^ 
I, 
the interpolation operator (10) with 1 — 1 for Tn[0 ]^- | 
f { 0 ) 6-4cos6>-2cos26' ^ 人 
n ~7 ~ S C B ~W I S C B 【 i 
~~64 64~~** 14 12~~7~~78~~9~~15 10 10 供 
128 128 ** 16 12 7 173 9 19 10 10 , 
2 5 6 * * * * 2 1 1 2 7 * * 9 2 5 1 0 1 0 ；‘ 
512 ** ** 27 12 7 ** 9 32 10 10 j 
1024 ** ** 36 12 7 ** 10 42 10 10 ^ 
2048 ** ** 47 12 7 ** 10 58 10 10 ‘‘ 
Table 1: Number of Iterations for Functions with Single Zero. 
Next we consider the functions with jumps and a single zero at the point 0 — 0. 
T ⑷ — / l^ r if 1^1 < 兀/2， 
J"("J - \ 1 if |6>| > 7T/2, 
where 1 < a < 2 is parameter. Since the zero is not of even order, band-Toeplitz 
preconditioners cannot be constructed. We note that matrices Tn[Ja[0)] are not in 
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D. However, since Ja(0) > (1 — cos6>)/(27r) for all 6> when 1 < a < 2, we can still 
use the interpolation operator defined by 1 — cos^ for the Tn[Ja{0)]- We note that 
the Fourier coefficients aj of Ja{0) are given by 
2 ( , " 2 ,7T \ 2 ( 1 A ,¾" sin^^\ 
-.=；1 們-osjOdO + cosj0d0] = - ^ E U-,. f cos _ - ~ f , 
7T \J0 </7r/2 / 兀 \^J k=l ~~2~ J / 
for j = 1, 2,.. •• Since the integrand 9^ cos6 is very smooth in the interval [{k -
l)7r/2, A:7r/2], we have used Simpson's rule with 1001 quadrature points to compute “ 
I 
the integrals. The following table on iteration numbers clearly show the advantage '^  
1 
of using multigrid methods over the circulant preconditioned conjugate gradient : 
4 4 
methods. 丨, i 
J^ (6>) a = 1.5 a = 1.7 a = 1.9 1 
n I S C M I S C~W I S C M '' 
~~M 35~~9~~n~~6~~^~~11 12~~6~~^~~~l3~~l3~~W~ f 
128 64 10 12 6 73 12 13 6 78 16 16 7 J 
256 112 11 13 6 142 15 16 6 163 22 18 7 j 
512 194 13 16 6 ** 19 19 6 ** 24 23 7 ( 
1024 ** 15 17 6 ** 23 22 6 ** 38 30 7 . 
2048 ** 16 21 6 ** 25 27 6 ** 50 39 7 
4096 ** 22 23 7 ** 41 33 7 ** 78 50 7 ‘ 
8 1 9 2 * * 2 5 2 7 7 * * 5 1 4 0 7 * * 1 4 0 6 7 7 ！ 
Table 2: Number of Iterations for Functions with Jump and Fractional 
Order Zeros. 
Finally, we consider two functions with multiple zeros. They are f(0) = 6 — 
4cos26> - 2cos46> and f(0) = Qf - 0^f with 7；[6 — 4cos26> - 2cos46>] G D and 
T;[6>2(7r2 — 6>2)2] • D. But we note that 6>2(兀2 _ ^i” > 工—cos26> for all 9. Thus 
both matrices can use the interpolation operator in (10) with 1 = 2. In particular, 
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our interpolation operator will be different from that proposed in [8], which in this 
case will use the interpolation operator in (10) with 1 = 1. Their resulting MGM 
converges very slowly with convergence factor very close to 1 (about 0.98 for both 
functions when n 二 64). For comparison, we list in Table 3, the number of MGM 
iterations required by such interpolation operator under column F. 
f{0) 6>2(7r2_6>2)2 6-4cos26>-2cos46> 
"7T" I S C B M F I S C B M F 和 
~~U 60~~9~~l6~T3~~7~~^"~^~~** 10 11 ~ ~ 7 ~ ~ ^ ； 
128 119 10 20 13 7 ** 43 ** 12 12 7 ** '^  
256 ** 13 26 14 7 ** 83 ** 15 12 7 ** \ 
5 1 2 * * 1 5 3 4 1 4 7 * * 1 6 2 * * 2 0 1 2 7 * * ：； 
1024 ** 17 46 15 7 ** ** ** 24 12 7 ** ‘ 
I 




7 Concluding Remarks 丨 
^ 
We have shown that MGM can be used to solve a class of ill-conditioned Toeplitz | 
matrices. The resulting convergence rate is linear. The interpolation operator de- ‘ 
pends on the location of the first non-zero diagonals of the matrices and its sign. ) 
Here we have only proved the convergence of multigrid method with damped- ‘ 
_ 
Jacobi as smoothing operator. However, our numerical results show that multigrid 
method with some other smoothing operators, such as the red-black Jacobi, block-
Jacobi and Gauss-Seidel methods, will give better convergence rate. As an example, 
for the function f(0) = O^ (7r^  -沪)，the convergence factors of MGM with the point-
and block-Jacobi methods as smoothing operator are found to be about 0.71 and 
0.32 respectively for 64 < n < 1024. 
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Circulant Preconditioners for Ill-Conditionec. 








In this paper, we consider solving potential equations by the bound- '• 
ary integral equation approach. The equations so derived are Fredholm j 
integral equations of the first kind and are known to be ill-conditioned. 
Their discretized matrices are dense and have condition numbers grow- 1 
ing like 0{n) where n is the matrix size. We propose to solve the equa- , 
tions by the preconditioned conjugate gradient method with circulant ^ 
integral operators as preconditioners. These are convolution operators , 
with periodic kernels and hence can be inverted efficiently by using fast ( 
Fourier transforms. We prove that the preconditioned systems are well-
conditioned, and hence the convergence rate of the method is linear. • 
Numerical results for two types of regions are given to illustrate the fast 丨 
convergence. 
1 Introduction 
In this paper, we study the solution of the potential equation 
f ^w{x) = 0, X G n, 
[ w { x ) = g(x), X G 5Q, ^ J 
where 50 is a smooth closed curve in B? and Q is either the bounded interior 
region with boundary dQ or the unbounded exterior region with boundary dQ. 
60 
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In the boundary integral equation approach, see for instance Chen and Zhou 
:9, §6.12], the harmonic function w{x) is represented as a single-layer potential 
generated by a source distribution a{x) over dVt, with the potential satisfying 
the boundary condition g{x) prescribed for w[x). More precisely, we write 
1 f 
^ W = - 7 T / l og |x -y |a (y )d^ + 7/, X e Q (2) 
Z7T JdQ 
where Sy is the arc length variable corresponding to y and rj is a constant to .. 
be determined. ’ 
,/ 




9{x) = -7T / ^og\x-y\a{y)dSy + r], x G dQ. (3) | 
Z7T Jdn ' 、 
We will see in §2 that a(y) and rj can be obtained by solving the boundary | 
integral equations 1 
- • / log|x - ylai(y)dSy = gi(x), x G dQ, i ^ 1,2, (4) ‘ Z7T Jdn 
for Gi{y) and G2{y) with gi{x) = g{x) and g2{x)三 1. Once a{y) and 77 are 
obtained, values of w{x) in Q can be computed from (2). •‘ 
The well-known advantage of the boundary integral equation approach is 
that the dimension of the problem is reduced by one. The discrete matrix An 
associated with the integral equation (4) is only of size n-by-n for mesh size 
proportional to l /n . In contrast, the discrete matrix for the partial differential 
equation (1) will be of size n^-by-n^. However, the major drawback of the 
approach is that An is a dense matrix. Hence solving the problem with a 
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direct method will require 0(n^) operations which will be too expensive for 
practical, large scale numerical computations. 
If an iterative method, such as the conjugate gradient method (see Golub 
and van Loan [11, p.524]) is used, then the cost per iteration is dominated 
by the cost of multiplying An to a vector say x. This in general requires 
0(n2) operations. For some special boundaries dQ, the product A^x may 
be obtained fast. As an example, if dQ is an ellipse, A^ will be a circulant- . 
plus-Hankel matrix and ^^x can be computed in 0(nlogn) operations, see ^ 
/ 
Example 1 in §5. In general, we can use fast multiplication schemes [1, 7, 12] ； 
1^  
to reduce the cost of multiplication to 0(nlogn) operations depending on the '. 
smoothness of the boundary. ^ 
Another difficulty for the boundary integral equation (4) is that it is a 1 
t 
Fredholm equation of the first kind with a weakly singular kernel, see Kress ( 
15, p.270]. The matrix An therefore is known to be ill-conditioned. In §2，we 
will see that the condition number of An increases like 0(n). Therefore if the 
system is solved by the conjugate gradient method, the number of iterations 
required for convergence will be increasing like 0(n^/^), see Golub and van 
Loan [11, Theorem 10.2.5] and also the numerical results in §5. , 
One standard way to speed up the convergence rate in the conjugate gra-
dient method is to apply a preconditioner and then solve the preconditioned 
system, see Golub and van Loan [11, p.529]. Gohberg, Hanke and Koltra-
cht in [10] have considered using circulant integral operators to precondition 
Wiener-Hopf integral equations of the second kind defined on [0，oo). Circulant 
integral operators are convolution operators with periodic kernels. Their in-
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verses (both for the continuous operators and for the discretized matrices) can 
be obtained efficiently using Fourier transforms. For Wiener-Hopf equations 
of the second kind on [0,oo), which are convolution-type, well-conditioned in-
tegral equations, Gohberg et. al. showed in [10] that with preconditioning, 
the convergence rate can be increased from linear to superlinear. 
In this paper, we will consider the use of circulant integral operators as pre-
conditioners for integral equations of the first kind as given in (4). Our integral ,’ 
b 
equations are not of convolution-type and are ill-conditioned. We will show : 
i 
that the preconditioned systems will become well-conditioned and therefore 
the convergence rate is linear. In particular, the number of iterations required ‘ 
I 
for convergence is reduced from O(n"2) to 0(1) ifour proposed preconditioner 
is used. 
冬 
We remark that the discretization matrices of circulant integral operators ^ 
using the rectangular quadrature rule are circulant matrices, see for instance 
Chan, Jin and Ng [4]. Circulant matrices have been proposed and used as 
preconditioners for Toeplitz matrices in the past ten years, see the survey 
paper by Chan and Ng [6] and the references therein. It is established theoret-
ically that the circulant-preconditioned systems converge superlinearly when „ 
the given Toeplitz system is well-conditioned, see for instance Chan and Strang 
8]. However, the performance of circulant preconditioners for ill-conditioned 
Toeplitz systems is not good in general and in fact circulant precondition-
ers fail in some cases, see Chan [3]. For these systems, band-Toeplitz type 
preconditioners have been proven to make the ill-conditioned problems well-
conditioned, see for instance [3]. We emphasize that in this paper, the discrete 
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matrices A^ we considered are ill-conditioned and are not Toeplitz matrices. 
But our results imply that they can be preconditioned by circulant matrices 
to obtain well-conditioned systems. 
One kind of circulant preconditioner that has been investigated extensively 
in the study of preconditioners for Toeplitz matrices is the optimal circulant 
preconditioner proposed by T. Chan in [2]. It can be defined for arbitrary 
matrices. T. Chan's idea of constructing optimal circulant preconditioners has 
been incorporated in Gohberg, Hanke and Koltracht [10] in developing optimal 
circulant integral operators for convolution-type integral operators. Chan and 
Lin [5] later extended the idea to develop optimal circulant integral operators 
for general non-convolution type integral operators. In this paper, we will 
I 
concentrate on the use of optimal circulant integral operators for (4). 
< 
The outline ofthe paper is as follows. In §2, we show the equivalence of the 
equations (3) and (4) and give some properties of (4). In particular, we note 
that the discretized systems of (4) will be ill-conditioned. In §3, we introduce 
the optimal circulant integral operator for (4) and study some properties of 
its associated bilinear form. In §4 we show that the condition numbers of the 
discretized circulant-preconditioned systems are uniformly bounded indepen- ^ 
dent of the size of the systems. Numerical results for two types of domains 
are given in §5 to illustrate the fast convergence of our method and some 
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2 The Boundary Integral Operator 
In this section, we review some basic results of boundary integral equations and 
of the boundary integral operators they induce. In particular, we show that 
the density function a(y) in (3) can be obtained by solving ai(y) and a2(y) in 
(4) and that the boundary integral operator induced by (4) is ill-conditioned. 
These results are well-known but we recall them here for completeness. 
t) 
We first note that, besides (3), the density function a(y) for the potential 〕 
i 
equation (1) must also satisfy the consistency condition ^ 
s 
/ (^{y)dSy = X， ： 
Jdn 
I t 
where x determines the growth of the harmonic function w{x) at infinity, see 
Chen and Zhou [9, Theorems 6.12.1 and 6.12.5-6]. For exterior problems where 
k 
the growth at infinity is 0(1) or for interior problems, we have x 二 0. In the 
case where the growth of w{x) at infinity is of order xlog \x\ + 0(1)，we can 
define the new variable w{x) = w{x) - xlog \x\ to eliminate x. Thus without 
loss of generality, we assume in the following that the consistency condition is 
/ cr{y)dSy = 0. (5) 
Jdn _ 
Another thing we can assume without loss of generality is that 
diam(^Q)三 max |a: — y| < 1. (6) 
x,yEdQ 
For if (6) does not hold, we can always make a scaling transformation to 
reduce the diameter. More precisely, let dQp = {p • x | x e 8^1} with p > 0. 
Obviously, dVip will satisfy (6) if p is properly chosen. We remark that (6) is 
used to guarantee that (4) is uniquely solvable, see Theorem 1 below. 
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We note that in the transformed domain Qp, (3) and (5) still holds. In fact, 
using (5), we have 
- ^ f \og\x-y\a{y)dSy = - ^ [ \og\px-py\a{y)dSy 
ZTT JdQ Z7T Jdn 
+ 77- / ^ogp'Cr{y)dSy 
27T Jdn 
= _ T \og\x-y\a{y)dSy 
Z7T JdQp 
+ i ^ _ L " _ v ； 
二 - T \og\x-y\a{y)dSy, '' 
Z7T Jdflp 
where x = px, y = py and a{y) = a{y)/p. Thus (3) is equivalent to : 
i 
9 ( - ] 二 - ^ f log \x - y\a{y)dSy + r j . 
\ p J ZTT JdQp 
« 
Clearly (5) is equivalent to /如。 d [ y ) d S y = 0. Thus in the following, we assume 
without loss of generality that (3) and (5) hold in a domain that satisfies (6). 
To find a{y) in (3)，we first solve (4) for CFi[y) and CF2{y). Then it is 
straightforward to verify that a[y) is given by 
c^(y) = CFi{y) - r]a2{y), (7) j 
where by (5), 77 is given by 
” 二 fdnJi(y)dSy 
^-Jon<^2{y)dSy' ⑷ 
We note that the denominator /如 a2{y)dSy cannot be zero, see Chen and Zhou 
9, p.287]. Once a{y) and rj are obtained, values of w{x) in Q can be computed 
from (2). We remark that ai{y) and a2{y) in (4) are not required to satisfy 
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the consistency condition (5). The consistency condition on a{y) is satisfied 
by the proper choice of r| in (8). 
Corresponding to (4), we define the boundary integral operator 
{Au){x) = - ^ [ log|x — y\u{y)dSy, x e dQ. (9) 
Z7T JdQ 
We will use〈•，.〉to denote the inner product on L^(^n) x L^(^^). We now 
recall the well-known result that A defines a continuous positive definite sym-
metric bilinear form on H"2(^n) provided that (6) holds. We recall that (6) i 
,' 
holds in general by scaling the region if necessary. 
Theorem 1 (Hsiao and Wendland [13], Chen and Zhou [9, Remark 
I 
6.8.1]) Suppose (6) holds. Then the bilinear form 
(Au,v)=-丄 f f \og\x - ylu(y)^^dSydS:, \/u,v G H"i(aQ) (10) . 
2yr Jdn Jan 
is continuous, positive definite, symmetric on H"^(^r2). More precisely, there 
are constants a > [3 > 0, such that 




{Au, v) < /5||u||^_i||i;||^_i, yu,ve H-i{dQ). (12) 
I n view of the theorem, we have for all v G H^{dQ) — L ^ ( ^ 0 ) , 
.¾.^./^¾ 
V 0^ —〉 |M|^io 
Since the identity mapping from H^(5^2) to H—*(8r^) involves a loss of a half 
derivative, we expect the ratio ||i;||fjo/||t'|p _i and hence the condition number 
H 5 
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of the discretized matrix of A to be growing like 0(n) where n is the size of the 
discretization matrix. Thus if the conjugate gradient method is employed to 
solve the system, we expect the number of iterations required for convergence 
grows like 0{y/n), see Golub and van Loan [11, Theorem 10.2.5] and also the 
numerical results in §5. 
For simplicity, we parametrize the boundary d^ as {x1{O),X2{O)), 0 < 6 < 
27T. Then the bilinear form in (10) can be rewritten as , 
,2vr r2TT 1 
{Au, v) = / / a{e, 4))u{6)v{^)dOd^ (13) , 
Jo Jo 
with kernel function 
• ¢) = - ^ l o g { ( X i ( 0 ) — X^{^)f + {X2{e)-工2(州2} • (14) 
As d^ is a closed curve, a{6, ¢) is clearly 27r-periodic in both arguments. Since 
dQ is smooth, the functions xi{-) and X2(.) are smooth. We can write 
a{9, ¢ ) 二 一 + 1 0呂 | (没一 0 ) ( 2兀一 |没一利 ) | 
Z7T 
1 1 。厂 [ (工 1 (約 -工 1 (州 2 + (工 2 (約—： ^ 2 (州 2 1 , i M 
—s^ i og t (o-m2^-\o-<p\y r ( ) 
Using the smoothness of xi(-) and a:2(.), we have for all 4> G [0, 27r] and j = 
-1,0,1, . 
i{Me)-xMr + i^2{o)-xM)y] 
e^4>+2j^  g\ (6>-(/>)2(27T-|6>-0|)2 J 
= l o g p M l ^ ^ l < o o . 
Hence the second term in the right hand side of (15) is continuous in [0, 27rp. 
In particular, it is a function in L^[0, 27rp. Clearly the first term in the right 
hand side of (15) is also in L^[0, 2nf. Thus a(6>, ¢) is in L^[0, 2n]^. 
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3 The Optimal Circulant Integral Operator 
One way of overcoming the ill-conditioned nature of the operator A is to use a 
preconditioner. Here we consider the use of circulant integral operators. These 
are integral operators of the form 
r27T 
(Bu)U) = / b { e - ^)u{9)d9, 0 < (j) < 27T 
Jo 
with 27T-periodic kernel function b{^). The optimal circulant integral operator . 
« 
for A is the unique circulant integral operator C that minimizes the Hilbert- : 
Schmidt norm \\\B — 乂||| over all circulant integral operators B, where 
f27T f2ir 
|||石-乂|||2三 / / \a〈e,^ )-b〈0 — 4))\2ded4, (i6) 
Jo Jo 
see Gohberg et. al. [10 . 
Recall that for our boundary integral operator A as defined in (9), its kernel 
function a(-,.) is 27r-periodic in both arguments and is in L^[0, 27rp (cf. (15)). 
Therefore 
1 /"27T 
c ( 0 ) E 7 / a { e , e- ^ ) dO , 0 < (/) < 27T, (17) 
ZTT JQ 
is a 27T-periodic function and is in L^[0, 27r]. Hence 
/-27T 
iCu)[4))三 / c(6> - (j))u{e)de, 0 < 0 < 27T (18) ., 
0^ 
is a circulant integral operator. Moreover, we note that { 已 ” 〜 巡 forms a 
complete set of eigenfunctions of C. 
We now show that C as defined in (18) is the optimal circulant integral 
operator of A. For this, we need the following lemma which will also be useful 
in the next section in analyzing the convergence rate of the preconditioned 
systems. 
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Lemma 1 Let A be given as in (9) and C be the circulant integral operator as 
defined in (17) and (18). Then 
(Aeij {} , eij </» == (Ceij {} , eij </» , j == 0,±1,±2,···. (19) 
Proof: By (13), we have, for all integers j, 
lo
27r lo27r lo27r l{} (Aeij {}, eij </» == a(O, cjJ)eij({}-</»dOdcjJ == a(O,O - cjJ)eij</>dcjJdO. 
a a a (}-27r 
Since a(·, .) is 21T-periodic in both arguments, we have 
f27r f27r f27r (Aeij {}, eij </» == la (la a( 0, 0 - cjJ) dO) eij </> dcjJ == 21T la c( cjJ) eij </> dcjJ, (20) 
where the last equality follows from (17). On the other hand, by (18), we have 
lo
27r lo27r lo27r l{} (Ceij {} , eij </» == c(O - cjJ)eij({}-</»dOdcjJ == c(cjJ)eij</>dcjJdO. 
a a a (}-27r 
Since c( cjJ) is 21T-periodic, we then have 
f27r f27r f27r (Ceij {} , eij </» == la la c(cjJ)eij</>dcjJdO == 21T la c(cjJ)eij</>dcjJ. 
Comparing this with (20), we have (19). D 
Now we are ready to prove that C in (18) is the optimal circulant integral 
operator for A defined in (9). 
Lemma 2 The operator C in (18) with kernel function (17) is the optimal 
circulant integral operator for A defined in (9), i. e. it minimizes the Hilbert-
Schmidt norm IIIB - Alii over all circulant integral operators B. 
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Proof: Since a(0, ¢) G L^[0,27r]^, we can write, by using Fourier expansions, 
00 
a(6>,0)= Y^ 〈乂e例，e",e例e—"<^  0<6^ ,(^ <27r, (21) 
j,l=-oo 
For any circulant integral operator B, since its kernel function b[0 - ¢) is 
27T-periodic, we have 
00 
b{6 - ¢) = Y^〈份浏，e^�e"�e-^, 0 < Q, ^ < 27r. 
j=-oo 
M 
Combining this with (21) and using the orthogonality of {e^^^}^^^, we can : 
rephrase the Hilbert-Schmidt norm in (16) as 
00 00 
| | |乂 -洲| 2 = J2 |〈Je^，e^ 〉-〈i3e《"^ '',e^ 〉|2+ ^ ^ |〈Ze^ ，e"�|2. 
j = -00 j,l = -oo 
3 ^ 1 
Clearly, the expression becomes minimal if and only if 
〈Be_, e^〉=〈乂6例，e^〉， Vj G TL. 
Thus the result follows from Lemma 1. • 
Before discussing the next lemma, which will be useful in the next section, 
it is worth noting that for any function v G H " ^ ( ^ Q ) , there exists a sequence 
of scalars {vj] j^2i such that 
00 




丨 丨 《 - 广 E (i+ir'h-p<oo, 
j=-oo 
see Kress [15, Theorem 8.9]. This characterization of H"^(^H) is useful in the 
following lemma. 
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Lemma 3 Let u, v G H"2(^r^) with expansions 
00 00 




||u||^_. = E (1+乃-”�|2 < oo and ||^ ir^ _. = E (1+户)—叫約|2 < oo. 
J — — 0 O 1二一00 
Then 
00 00 
{Cu, v) - f：�W�ee%e’= Y^ � ^ � � ” V " ^ ’ (22) • 
j,l=-oo j=-oo ‘ 
Proof: Recall from (17) that the kernel function c{^) of C is a 27r-periodic 
function in L^[0, 27r]. Therefore {e'^^)jeK forms a complete orthonormal set 
of eigenfunctions of C. From this, the last equality of (22) follows. By the 
I 
dominated convergence theorem (cf. Rudin [16, p.26]), the first equality in 
(22) holds if we can show that 
00 
Y^ \ujWi{Ce''^,e'^^)\ < 00. 
j,l=-oo 
However, by (19), we have 
00 00 00 
J2 |〜W〈ee^,e ’ |= Y^ | ¥ “ < ^ e ^ , e ’ | = E l¥_7〈Xe，e’| . 
j,l=-oo j=-oo 3—-00 
Hence by (12), we have ! 
00 00 00 
E hW�ee”."，e",|S" E \um\\en'^_.=P E (l+/)-*MN, 
j,l=-oo j=-oo j=-oo 
as ||e”。||2 _i — ( 1 + j ^ ) "2 . By using the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, we then 
H 2 
get 
00 r 00 1 11/2 r 00 11/2 
E l�w�ee^,e"��l < p\ E(i + ^ -*kf E (i + /r^bP 
j,l=-oo [j=-oo J [i=-oo J 
="IMI“IMI“<� . • 
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4 Condition Numbers of the Preconditioned 
Systems 
In this section, we study the spectrum of the preconditioned operator C~^A and 
show that the Galerkin approximation of the preconditioned operator results 
in well-conditioned discrete systems. We begin by showing that the optimal ‘ 
circulant integral operator is also positive definite and continuous. 
Theorem 2 The optimal circulant integral operator C of A satisfies 
{Cv,v) >Qf||^;||^_i, W e H - 去 剛 (23) 
H 2 
and 
{Cu, v) < /5||u||^_i||^||jj_i, yu,ve H-'^{dn) (24) 
where a and j3 are given by (11) and (12). 
Proof: Let v G H " i ( ^ r ^ ) with expansion 
oo i 




11^ 11^ -¾ = E ( l + j 2 ) - | | ^ r < 0 0 . 
j=-oo 
By (22), (19) and (11), we have 
oo oo oo 
〈 〜 , ” 〉 = E \vj\'{Ce'^'.e^'')= E N 2 M e ” V ” 2 a J：…/“已’^-全 . 
j=-oo j=-oo j=-00 
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Since e_ 2 — (1 + j 2 ) - ! 观 then have 
H~5 \ J ) ‘ 
oo 
{Cv,v)>a Y. ( l + j 2 ) - * | % f = a|b||^_j. 
j=-oo 
Similarly, for any u,v G H~^dQ), by (22) and (19) again, we also have 
00 00 
(Cu, v) = ^ ujvj(Ce''^,e''^} = J^ ujvj(Ae''^,e''^). 
j=-oo j--oo 
Hence by (12), we have 
00 00 1 
( f i u , ^ X： \ u ^ \ v ^ v ^ Y ^ _ . - P Y . ( i + / ) - ^ b - i K i < / ^ i k i i H - ^ i i ^ i i H - i ' 
j=-oo j--oo 
where the last equality follows by using the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality. 口 
As a consequence, we immediately have a bound on the spectrum of C~^A. 
Theorem 3 There exist positive constants 72 > 71 > 0 such that the spectrum | 
ofC~^A lies in [71,72]-
Proof: For any v G H_l(3n), we have, in view of (11), (12), (23) and (24), 
a V 2 1 < {Av,v) < P V 2 1 ! 




^ < (Av,v) ^ 
~P - l f i ^ - a' 口 
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Next we consider the condition number of the discretized systems. Let Vn 
be a finite dimensional subspace of E H ( ^ and Vn be the projection from 
H ' i { d i l ) onto V^. The Galerkin approximation of the operator equation 
Aa : g in V „ is given by An^n = 9n where An = V*AVn, V* is the adjoint 
operator of Vn, <^n : VnO and g^ 二 V^g. For any Vn G V^, since VnVn = ^n, 
we have 
{AnVn, Vn)=〈巧犯、^n)=〈犯^ ^n^n) = 〈 乂 ^ ^n)- ^ 
From (11) and (12), we therefore get 
0^||^n||^_i < {AnVn^Vn) < /^|kn||^_i-
For the preconditioner C, its Galerkin approximation in V^ is given by 
Cn 二 V*CVri' By using Theorem 2 and arguments similar to above, we also 
get, for all v^ G V^ 
a|kn||^_i < {CnVn,Vn) < /5|bn||^_i-
Thus we see that for all Vn G V^ , 
^ < {AnVn,Vn) < P 
P — {CnVn,Vn) — « • 
Hence we have proved the following theorem. 
Theorem 4 The condition number ofC~^An is of order 0(1) independent of 
n. 
Thus if the preconditioned conjugate gradient method is employed to solve 
the preconditioned system C"Mn<^n = C~^9n, then the convergence rate of the 
method is linear, see Golub and van Loan [11, Theorem 10.2.5 . 
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Let us consider using the Galerkin method with piecewise polynomial basis 
functions {V^z}JLi on uniform grid to discretize the operators A and C. By (13), 
the {k, /)th entry of the discrete matrix An of A will be given by 
/>27T f2n 
[Ar,]k,i = / / < G J ) ^ [ e ) ^ [ ^ ) d M ^ . (25) 
Jo Jo 
By (18) and (17), the {k, /)th entry of the Galerkin approximation Cn of C will 
be given by 
1 />27T />27T /-27T 
[Cn]k,i = ^ / / / a(CC-0 + 0)V^WMW>)^^#. 
ZTT Jo JO Jo 
Since a(.，.）is 27r-periodic in both arguments, this becomes 
1 f2n /-27T /-27T 
[Cn]k,i = ^ /o 1 1 a(C + e, C + (^).k{0)^h[^dCdM^. (2¾ 
We note that in general the integrations in (25) and (26) are difficult to 
evaluate. In the following, we prove that if the rectangle rule is used to dis-
cretize the inner-most integral in (26) (i.e. the one w.r.t. C), then the resulting i 
matrix is equal to the optimal circulant preconditioner c[An) of A^^ which is 
i 
defined to be the minimizer of | | ^ — A^Wr over all circulant matrices Bn, see 
T. Chan [2]. Here || • ||^ is the Frobenius norm. Tyrtyshnikov [17] has shown 
that for a general matrix Wn, the entries of its optimal circulant preconditioner 
c{Wn) are given by 
1 1 ^ 
c{Wn)]k,l = — XI [^n]i,j = - ^[Wn]{k+j)(mod n),{l+j){mod n), 1 < K 1 < ^. 
几 i-j=k-l{mod n) 几 j=l 
(27) 
Theorem 5 Let An be the Galerkin approximation of A as given by (25). 
Then the optimal circulant preconditioner c[An) ofAn is equal to the Galerkin 
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approximation ofC as given in (26) with the inner-most integral (i.e. the one 
w.r.t. C) discretized by the rectangle rule. 
Proof: Using the rectangle rule, the {k, /)th entry of Cn in (26) becomes 
h 几 /-27T /-27T 
T ^ E / / a{jh + 0Jh^<P)MO)M^)dOd^ 
ZTT 二 Jo Jo 
j—上 
1 ^ /-27T p2n 
= - E / / a{0,c|>)MO-jh)M^-jh)ded^ 
n 7^1 Jo Jo 
j—上 
1 ^ r27T r2n 
= — 5 Z / / • ^)^{k+j){mod n) {0)^(l+j)(mod n) [4>)d6d^ 
T~L • 1 J 0 J 0 
3二丄 
1 几 
二 — y^[^nl(fc+.7)(mod n),{l+j){mod n) 
几j:l 
] 
where the last equality follows from (25). Comparing this with (27), the the-
orem follows. • 
In the numerical results in the next section, we will use the Galerkin method 
with piecewise constant polynomials to obtain the discrete approximation A^ 
1 
！ 
to A. In view of Theorem 5, we will use c{An) as an approximation to C 
and then use it to precondition An- We note that if An has special structure, 
then c{An) can be obtained fast. For example, if A^ is a Toeplitz matrix, 
i.e. it is constant along the diagonals, then c{An) can be obtained in 0{n) 
operations, see (27). As another example, if A^ is a Hankel matrix, i.e. it 
is constant along the anti-diagonal, then c{An) can still be obtained in 0{n) 
operations by summing the entries along the diagonals recursively, starting 
from the upper-right hand corner of the matrix. 
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5 Numerical Results 
In this section, we illustrate the effectiveness of the circulant preconditioners 
by solving the boundary integral equation 
/-27T , \ 
/ a(O,^)u(^)d^^g(0), 0 < 0 < 2yr (28) 
Jo 
on two types of regions: the ellipses and the dumb-bell shape regions. Since 
diam(5^]) may not be less than 1 for some of these regions, we have scaled dQ 
such that (6) holds. More precisely, if S = diam(^^^) is the diameter of a given 
boundary, then we consider the scaled boundary dQp — {px/S | x G 50} with 
0 < p < 1. It is clear that diam(5^7p) = p. In our test, we have tested p 二 1/2 
and p = 3/4. 
We discretize the equation and the right-hand side function in (28) by using 
the boundary element method with piecewise constant elements on uniform 
mesh. Since the basis elements are in H^/^"'(^n) for any e > 0, the computed ！ 
solution w{x) of (1) will have regularity H^/^"^(^$1) on the boundary and 
H^"^(^7) in Vt. This is generally acceptable as satisfactory, see for instance 
Chen and Zhou [9, p.312 . 
Using n elements, the resulting discretization matrix An is an n-by-n ma-
trix. In view of Theorem 5, the circulant preconditioner is chosen to be c(A^). 
This amounts to integrating the inner-most integral in (26) by the rectangle 
rule. The system AnUn = Qn is solved by using the preconditioned conjugate 
gradient method with or without the circulant preconditioner, see Golub and 
van Loan [11, p.529] for the algorithm of the method. In the computations, 
we have used the zero vector as the initial guess and the stopping criterion is 
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|rg||2/||ro||2 < 10—10, where r^ is the residual vector at the qth iteration. All 
our computations were done in Matlab on an IBM 43P-133 workstation. 
In the examples, in order to estimate the convergence of the computed 
solution Un to the true solution u, we have used the right hand side function 
g{e) = |cos6l|t, 0 < e < 27T. 
Clearly, g{0) G U^''[0, 2iv] and hence u{6) e H^-'[0, 27r], see for instance Hsiao 
and Wendland [13]. Therefore, Un converges to u like 0 ( l / n ) in H^(5(7), see 
Hsiao and Wendland [14, Corollary 2.1] and also Chen and Zhou [9, p.316 . 
Because u is not known in closed form, a direct computation of the error is 
not possible. In the experiments, in order to illustrate the convergence rate, 
we have computed the relative error as follows: 
e.三 l l〜-〜2||H0. (29) 
Un HO 
Example 1. Here dQ is the ellipse 
xi = fxcos0, X2 = i^sin0, 0 < 0 < 2i 
For this problem, the kernel function (14) becomes 
a[OA) = - i log ?|2 - ( ^ ) I - 1 log(/.^ sin^ ^ H- .^ cos^  ^ ) 
三 ai(6>,0) + a2(6>,0), 
where 6 and p are respectively the diameters of the given and scaled bound-
aries. We note that ai{6, ¢) is a singular function whereas a2(9, ¢) is a smooth 
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function. As mentioned above, the right hand side function is chosen to be 
g(0) = |cos6>|i, 0 < 0 < 27r. 
To get the discretization matrix A^ from the Galerkin method, we need to 
compute 
/>27T /-27T 
[An]ki = / / a i ( 0 , 0 ) * ( " M ( 0 ) t i ^ 0 70 Jo 
+ r r ^2{0, (|>)^[e)iH[(|^)de#, 1 s k, 1 < n, (30) 
Jo Jo 
where i>i{0) is the piecewise constant function 
= p M i f O e [ { l - l ) h , l h ) , l < l < n , 
州 乂 \ 0 otherwise. _ — 
see (25). Here h = 27r/n is the mesh-size. Since a2{O, ¢) is smooth, we have 
computed the second integral in (30) over each element by the trapezoid rule 
with 3 points in each direction. We note that the matrix it forms is a Hankel 
matrix, so only the first and the last columns are required. Therefore the 
matrix can be generated in 0{n) operations. 
For the first integral in (30), since it forms a symmetric circulant matrix, 
only the first half of the first column is needed, i.e. integration is required on 
sub-intervals of [0,7r + /i] for the first integral of (30). To evaluate the integrals, 
we write ai{6, ¢) as 
a . ( M ) ^ - ^ l o g ^ l . - 0 | - ^ l o g | ^ . 
The integrals corresponding to the first term above can be evaluated analyt-
ically. Since the second term above has continuous second order derivative 
in [0,7T + h], its corresponding integrals on sub-intervals of [0,7v + h] can be 
evaluated by using the trapezoid rule again. 
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It follows from the above discussion that the discretization matrix An for 
this problem is a circulant-plus-Hankel matrix, which can be generated in 0{n) 
operations. Using the special structure of An, the matrix-vector multiplication 
of ]nX can be done in 0(nlogn) operations for any vector x by using the fast 
Fourier transform, see for instance Chan and Strang [8]. For the optimal circu-
lant preconditioner c(An), since it is a circulant matrix, the cost of multiplying 
c(An)-i to any vector can also be done in 0(nlogn) operations by using the 
fast Fourier transform, see [8]. Thus the cost per iteration of the conjugate 
gradient method with or without the circulant preconditioner is of 0(nlogn) 
operations. 
We remark that the construction of the optimal circulant preconditioner 
c(An) requires only 0(n) operations. This is because c(.) is a linear operator, 
see (27). Therefore c(An) is equal to the sum of the optimal circulant precondi-
tioner for the circulant part of An and the optimal circulant preconditioner for 
the Hankel part of An- Obviously, the optimal circulant preconditioner of any 
circulant matrix is the circulant matrix itself. The optimal circulant precondi-
tioner of a Hankel matrix can be obtained in 0(n) operations by summing the 
entries along the diagonals recursively in (27), starting from the upper-right 
hand corner of the matrix. 
Tables la and lb give the number of iterations required for convergence 
for two different choices of p. We see from the tables that for the circulant-
preconditioned systems, the numbers of iterations (listed under column c(An)) 
are fixed independent of n, as have been proven in Theorem 4. Hence the total 
cost of solving the system is of order 0(nlogn) operations. In contrast, the 
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iteration numbers for the non-preconditioned systems (listed under column 
I) are increasing with respect to n. We also see that the relative error e^  
as defined in (29) is decreasing like 0 ( l / n ) as expected. We note that the 
convergence rates are independent of p, the diameter of the boundary dQ. 
We remark that because of the scaling, the solution u of (28), which is 
in fact the solution ai{y) in (4), will be different for different p. Therefore, 
the relative errors e^ in the tables are different for different p. However, the 
solution ¢7 to (3) will be unique independent of the scaling as r] and a2{y) in 
(4) and (7) will be changed accordingly with the changing p. 
p = l/2| yu = 2,z^ = l A^  = 10，z/ = 1 /i = 30，z/ = l 
n - I c{An) Cn I c{An) 6n I c(^n) ^n 
" " " 32 l0 4 — l0 7 二 l0 8 = = ~ ~ 
64 21 4 1.292e-l 20 8 1.486e-l 22 10 1.429e-l 
128 32 4 6.710e-2 33 8 7.994e-2 35 10 7.856e-2 
256 47 4 3.485e-2 44 8 4.257e-2 45 10 4.297e-2 
512 61 4 1.807e-2 58 8 2.249e-2 61 10 2.313e-2 
1024 79 4 9.347e-3 78 8 1.181e-2 84 10 1.230e-3 
2048 106 4 4.826e-3 106 8 6.175e-3 106 10 6.484e-3 
Table la: Numbers of Iterations for Different Ellipses. 
p = 3 /4| /i = 2,i^ = l /i = 10，z/ = l /i = 30，z/ = l 
n — I c{An) en 一 I c{An) 6n I c{An) 6n 
^ l0 4 — l0 7 — l0 8 — 
64 21 4 1.285e-l 21 8 1.483e-l 22 10 1.426e-l 
128 31 4 6.671e-2 32 8 7.973e-2 34 10 7.843e-2 
256 46 4 3.465e-2 44 8 4.246e-2 45 10 4.291e-2 
512 61 4 1.796e-2 57 8 2.243e-2 60 10 2.309e-2 
1024 79 4 9.293e-3 79 8 1.178e-2 80 10 1.228e-2 
2048 106 4 4.798e-3 106 8 6.159e-3 106 10 6.474e-3 
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Table lb: Numbers of Iterations for Different Ellipses. 
Example 2. We consider dumb-bell shape curves (see Figure 1) defined in 
polar coordinates by 
r = cos26 + f x ( 0 ) , 0 < 0 < 2yr, 
where f x { 0 ) = (A^ - sin^ 26fl^ with A > 1. 
.• •. . . . . 
•“ 一 ‘ -—〜、 - ‘ - — - 、 •. 
• > z � z � • 
• z \、、一-' \ • 
. , ^ ^ ^ ^ 0 ^ \ . 
+. V V ^ ^ ^ ^ / ' . 
• \ z z ^ — � � Z • 
• 、 、 一 一 一 、 、 、 ， z . 
. ^ ^ ^ — • 
• • • • • • • 
solid line： A = 1.1, dashed line: A = 1.3，dotted line： A = 1.5 
Figure 1. The Curves of Different Dumb-Bell Shape Regions 
After scaling and some straightforward computations, the kernel function 
(14) of these boundaries becomes 
• 0) = - ^ log^|2sin ^ 1 - i log i^Asin'{0 + ¢) c o s ^ ( ^ ) 
( l + 二 二 二 ( ) 2 + (eos2^ + AW)(cos20 + AW>))j(31) 
The kernel function a{9, ¢) can also be decomposed into two parts as in Ex-
ample 1 and the discretization matrix An can be formed accordingly. Again, 
2 
the right hand side is chosen to be g{6) — | c0s^|2, 0 < 9 < 27r. 
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For this problem, the discretization matrix An is a sum of two matrices in 
which the first term is a circulant matrix corresponding to the first term in (31). 
The second term is a dense matrix and has no special structure. Therefore the 
matrix-vector multiplication of An to any given vector in general requires 0(n^) 
operations, unless fast multiplication schemes like the fast multipole method 
are incorporated, see for instance [1，7, 12 . 
The discretization matrix of C is again chosen to be c ( A n ) . Since c(An) is 
a circulant matrix, the multiplication of its inverse to any vector can be done 
in 0(nlogn) operations by using the fast Fourier transform. From Tables 2a 
and 2b，we see that the iteration numbers of the preconditioned systems, as 
listed in column c(An) in the tables, are uniformly bounded whereas those of 
the original systems, listed in column I, are increasing with n as expected. 
Moreover, the relative error e^  is also decreasing like 0( l /n ) . 
We note that if the fast multiplication scheme developed by Chan, Ng and 
Sun in [7] is used, then the construction of An, the matrix-vector multiplication 
of An to any vector, and the construction of Cn all require only 0(nlogn) op-
erations, see [7]. Thus the total cost of solving the system is of order 0(nlogn) 
operations if such fast multiplication scheme is employed. 
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p=l/2 A = 1.1 A = 1.3 A = 1.5 
n - I c{An) Cn I c{An) 6n I c{An) 6n 
^ 9 6 9 5 9 5 
64 19 7 1.259e-l 20 6 1.198e-l 21 5 1.189e-l 
128 29 7 6.547e-2 30 6 6.202e-2 30 5 6.339e-2 
256 40 7 3.405e-2 41 6 3.213e-2 42 5 3.174e-2 
512 55 7 1.768e-2 55 6 1.663e-2 54 5 1.759e-2 
1024 71 7 9.157e-3 72 6 8.587e-3 74 5 8.452e-3 
2048 93 7 4.733e-3 94 6 4.427e-3 95 5 4.351e-3 
Table 2a: Numbers of Iterations for Dumb-Bell Shape Regions. 
I 
i 
p = 3/4 A = 1.1 A = L3 A = 1.5 
n —I c(An) 6n I c{An) 6^ I c{An) 6n 
^ 9 6 9 6 9 5 
64 19 7 1.164e-l 20 6 1.134e-l 21 5 1.135e-l 
128 29 7 6.030e-2 30 6 5.854e-2 31 5 5.850e-2 
256 40 7 3.126e-2 41 6 3.025e-2 41 5 3.018e-2 
512 54 7 1.618e-2 54 6 1.562e-2 53 5 1.556e-2 
1024 70 7 8.362e-3 71 6 8.049e-3 74 5 8.009e-3 
2048 94 7 4.313e-3 94 6 4.142e-3 95 5 4.117e-3 
Table 2b: Numbers of Iterations for Dumb-Bell Shape Regions. 
6 Concluding Remarks 
We have shown in this paper that optimal circulant integral operators can be 
used to precondition ill-conditioned matrices arising from boundary integral 
equations for the harmonic Dirichlet problem. The resulting preconditioned 
systems are well-conditioned and the convergence rate of our method is lin-
ear. We note that the results obtained here can be extended readily to other 
boundary integral equations as long as its bilinear form is positive definite and 
continuous (see Theorem 2). 
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